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Welcome to the first RXEU Growth 3000 Report, in which we 
publish the list of 3,000 companies that follow our previously 
published RXEU Top500. Our focus is on growth and the four 
drivers of growth: more traffic, the shift to mobile shopping, easy 
and convenient delivery, and engaging – and paying – via social 
media. We cover retailers and brands selling to customers in the 30 
countries of the EEA plus Switzerland and the UK. 

Our case studies are drawn from across the region, from Portugal 
and the UK to Croatia, Germany, Sweden, Italy, Greece and 
beyond and across retail categories. Throughout, we use RetailX 
graphics to illustrate our findings. Those graphics are available to 
reuse (under a licence) and we encourage you to do so. 

We look forward to your feedback.  

Ian Jindal, CEO & Editor-in-Chief
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PARTNER’S PERSPECTIVE

Over the last decade, global 
attitudes to how consumers buy and 
what they buy have dramatically 
shifted. This change in buying 
patterns, combined with the demise 
of certain store formats and the 
development of new purchasing 
channels, is transforming the 
landscape of retail across Europe. 
As this report is published, 
businesses everywhere are dealing 

with the impact of the Covid-19 crisis. We support our more than 
80,000 clients across Europe and we are learning valuable 
lessons on the consequences, and winning strategies that can 
help us cope better with the changing business scenario.

Ecommerce has shown its importance as a vital lifeline for 
wider society
The crisis has shown that ecommerce is not just a convenient 
way to purchase goods and services. It is a vital lifeline for 
consumers. It also represents a channel of trust and empathy in 
a time of need. Ecommerce businesses need to look closely at 
the point where they accept payments as also the place to build 
and enhance trust which can be done by having the relevant 
payment options, the right amount of fraud controls, trust marks 
and making the payment experience as frictionless as possible. 

New consumer segments have moved online 
The pandemic has forced many new consumer segments that 
had not used online channels before to do so. As the vulnerable, 
the older generations and all sections of society move online, 
merchants also have the need to build a more inclusive 
payments system that makes it simple for all online users, new or 
experienced, to access and pay for goods and services. 

Meaningful customer engagement and loyalty are more 
important than ever
Building customer loyalty is about clearly defining a purpose 
that is meaningful for customers. Businesses that thrive will be the 
ones that do not treat each customer purchase as a transaction 
flow, but rather as a way to drive engagement and to build  
long-term relationships. 

Payments come at the end of the conversion funnel. Yet, it is where 
retention and repeated purchase and goodwill can happen. 
Payment performance is about much more than conversion 
rates and uptime. For us, performance means delivering better 
decision-making, better service levels and better financial 
outcomes – empowering every business to reach its full potential 
through payments. 

We call this Ultimate Payment Performance. We look forward to 
supporting even more businesses on their growth journeys using 
our expertise in payments to drive their success. 

Ingenico ePayments is part of Ingenico Group. Ingenico Group 
is shaping the future of payments for sustainable and inclusive 
growth. As a global leader in seamless payments, we provide 
merchants with smart, trusted and secure solutions to empower 
commerce across all channels and enable simplification of 
payments and deliver customer promises. We are the trusted and 
proactive world-class partner for financial institutions and retailers, 
from small merchants to the world’s best-known global brands.
ingenico.com/payments

Benoit Boudier, Managing Director, SMB Online at Ingenico, discusses how 
focusing on payment performance can help businesses make a difference in a 
fast-changing retail landscape

Enhance payments 
performance to extend the 
reach of your business
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We can all agree it’s been a 
tumultuous 2020 so far, largely 
because of the worldwide 
Covid-19 pandemic. The 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
predicts the global economy will 
shrink by 3% this year, describing 
the decline as the worst since the 
Great Depression of the 1930s.1 
Retailers are facing unprecedented 
challenges – and underpinning all 

these challenges is a deep sense of uncertainty, around how 
consumers will react to a rapidly changing environment and what 
the ‘new normal’ shopping experience looks like.

New challenges can present new opportunities for sufficiently 
agile retailers. Despite the economic contraction predicted for 
this year, the IMF does expect global growth to rise to 5.8% next 
year if the pandemic fades in the second half of 2020.2 Even 
during the pandemic, supermarkets have seen surging sales, with 
Nielsen reporting that during March 2020, British consumers 
made over 79m extra grocery shopping trips.3

Many online retailers have seen growth as people become more 
reliant on – and comfortable with – shopping from home. Our data 
demonstrates this behaviour across Europe: at the beginning of May, 
Rakuten Advertising’s affiliate network in France and Germany saw 
an increase in clicks week-over-week, with clicks peaking at more 
than 20% for Germany and almost 35% in France. Between the 
beginning of February and the beginning of May, the UK network 
saw a 30% increase in clicks and a 54% rise in orders.

Furthermore, trends in China indicate we will see increased 
spending in categories such as clothing and fashion when the 
pandemic passes. Our data indicates trends across Europe will 
follow suit as restrictions begin to ease. Customer needs are 
changing region-by-region through the different stages of the 
pandemic, not only in terms of the products people buy and the 

1. BBC News – “Coronavirus... the economic impact”, 30 April 2020 
2. BBC News – “Coronavirus... the economic impact”, 30 April 2020 
3.  Retail Sector – “UK supermarket sales surge amid Covid-19 outbreak”, 
31 March 2020 

way in which they shop, but also their expectations of how brands 
should ‘behave’. In March 2020, 71% of people worldwide 
believed that brands and companies they saw placing profits 
before people during the crisis would lose their trust forever.4

All these changes suggest major shifts to come in ecommerce 
and multichannel retail development, particularly the online-
to-offline shopping experience and the importance of global 
growth. At some point, consumers will return to the high street. 
Retailers reducing investment in their brands for the rest of 2020 
will make it incredibly hard to reignite next year. That said, it 
is undoubtedly a risky time for many businesses. ‘Quick-win’ 
and cost-per-acquisition advertising strategies, such as affiliate 
partnerships and other types of performance marketing, allow 
retailers to confidently ease back into operations knowing that 
their investment is safe. 

Finally, Q4 is now more important than ever. Always a peak time 
for retailers, many businesses will now be hanging their entire year 
on this period. It’s vital to make the most of this time, and that means 
preparing sooner rather than later. Globally, consumers will likely 
have restrictions eased in one way or another by this time. Retailers 
that are ready to provide consumers with a frictionless experience 
that minimises time-in-store and proximity to other people – from 
click-and-collect to cashierless checkouts – will be best prepared 
for the expedited changes in consumer behaviour. 

4. eMarketer – Edelman, “2020 Edelman Trust Barometer 2020 Special 
Report: Brand Trust and the Coronavirus Pandemic”, April 2020 

Rakuten Advertising connects leading agencies, brands and 
publishers to active and engaged consumers around the world. 
With access to Rakuten’s diverse media properties and audiences, 
combined with an award-winning performance network and 
proprietary consumer research, Rakuten Advertising creates the 
right conditions to reach new customers and sustain long-lasting 
loyalty. Learn more at: 
www.RakutenAdvertising.com.

Abi Jacks, VP International Marketing, Rakuten Advertising, explains how 
retailers can begin finding the certainty they are looking for as we all continue to 
adjust to a reimagined future

How retailers respond today 
will determine their future

PARTNER’S PERSPECTIVE
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Retailers selling products from fashion to fragrance, from sports 
equipment to auto equipment, and in many more sectors besides 
feature in the first annual RetailX European Growth 3000. The 
index showcases the breadth and depth of a vibrant online and 
multichannel retail industry that has grown steadily in recent years. 
Both familiar and less familiar names feature, with long-established 
businesses and startups contained in a listing that maps the sheer 
scale of the ecommerce industry across Europe. This listing comes 
at a time of wider challenges, from Covid-19 to Brexit uncertainty 
and a shift towards environmental activism, that may yet prove to 
contain opportunities for many of these smaller businesses. 

Understanding the Growth 3000 
This broad listing includes up-and-coming traders in a host of 
different sectors across 31 markets – the 29 members of the EEA 
plus Switzerland and the UK. These are retailers and brands that 
sell a wide variety of products in a wide variety of languages and 
currencies, selling products that are sometimes of broad appeal and 
at other times very niche. Some businesses may well deliver a more 
expert service within their niches than do their larger competitors. 

RetailX analysis of the Growth 3000 (G3K) is focused firmly 
on performance, measured here through four Dimensions that 
researchers consider key to success online for all businesses, 
whether small, medium-sized or large. 

Find singles out retailers that make themselves easily found in 
the first place and then measures how effectively these companies 
deploy on-site navigation and search to help shoppers find the 
products they are looking for – or to find inspiration. Mobile looks 
at the speed of mobile website services as well as whether retailers 
have a mobile app and offer multichannel services. 

Delivery measures the flexibility of retailers’ fulfilment options, 
such as speedy delivery and click and collect – and how much 
these services cost. Social looks at how retailers engage with their 
shoppers, and whether they offer options from sharing with friends 
to publishing ratings and reviews.  It also includes the use of social 
payments and other third-party checkouts. 

This year, research findings are drawn from the Top2000 retailers. 
Year-on-year changes are measured on the 1,878 transactional 
retail and brand websites that appeared in the Top2000 list both 
this year and last year. Many of these retailers are online-only, and 
multichannel measures are based on the 846 multichannel retailers 
that were tracked for the index both this year and last year. Figures 

for different markets are based on retailers that sell in that market, 
rather than those that have a physical base there. Some metrics, 
such as visual appeal are subjective. We indicate how markets 
and categories rank on those metrics rather than individual scores. 

Martin Shaw, head of research at RetailX, says the report will 
give useful insights to those looking to understand how retailers 
operating in the same categories and markets operate. “We 
believe this index will also be useful to those looking to new 
markets and considering expanding the categories in which they 
trade,” he notes. “More businesses are now selling more products 
online than ever – this report will give them valuable understanding 
of their existing and potential markets operate, and the tools and 
approaches that successful retailers deploy.”

The broader context: Covid-19
This report comes at a time of upheaval across Europe as a result of 
the coronavirus pandemic and the continuing uncertainty around 
Brexit. During the spring of 2020, most major European markets 
introduced lockdowns, closing non-essential shops in order to 
safeguard against Covid-19. These lockdowns took place at slightly 
different times, starting first in Italy and Spain before moving to 
Germany, France and, later, the UK, but the effects on ecommerce 
and multichannel retail were similar. More shoppers have bought 
online, many doing so for the first time during lockdown. As a 
group, the Growth 3000 are probably more protected from high 
street lockdowns since most do not have shops. 

It’s likely that many shoppers will continue to buy online in the 
future. Certainly, larger UK online grocer Ocado believes that 
the coronavirus crisis is an inflection point for online grocery. 
Announcing plans to raise £1bn through debt and new equity, its 
chief executive Tim Steiner said in June 2020: “This current crisis 
is proving a catalyst for permanent and significant acceleration 
in channel shift globally.” David Ashwell, managing director of 
AO Logistics – the distribution arm of electricals retailer AO.com – 
described the pandemic as “five years of channel shift from stores 
to online condensed into five weeks”. 

Those Growth 3000 businesses that primarily trade online may 
well be better placed than larger multichannel businesses to deal 
with this. Among them are Growth3000 company Sosandar, the 
UK online fashion retailer, which showed in a June 2020 trading 
update that it could adapt quickly to changes in demand brought 
by coronavirus through a strategy of placing small orders and 

Chloe Rigby considers how market factors, including the Covid-19 epidemic, 
have affected traders selling within Europe

The challenges and opportunities 
facing European ecommerce

CONTEXT
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seeing them sell out. In the first two months of its 2020 financial 
year, from 1 April to 31 May, it saw orders grow by 44%, year-
on-year, and revenue by 62% as it was able to take a more 
agile approach, and to capitalise on the sudden shift in demand 
towards more casual clothing away from formalwear. The growth 
in Sosandar orders came at a time when IMRG figures suggested 
the wider clothing market was down by 24% in April, compared 
to a year earlier. During those two months, Sosandar says its losses 
reduced by about 55%. However, it also said the cost of adapting 
in the early days of pandemic meant that its pre-tax losses for the 
previous full-year – to the end of March 2020 – were likely to be 
higher than it had previously expected.

Continuing challenges
As retailers move beyond the Covid-19 pandemic, many are 
now looking to do so in a more environmentally friendly and 
sustainable way, following a year of environmental activism 
featuring key figures including Greta Thunberg and the Extinction 
Rebellion protests. Brands of all sizes are taking action, with steps 
ranging from reducing the amount of plastic in packaging to using 
sustainable delivery methods. They’re doing so in response to a 
plethora of research suggesting that sustainability is a key issue 
for shoppers, especially younger ones. To pick out just one, a 
January 2020 report from Conversity questioned 1,000 shoppers 
and found that shoppers of all ages were likely to prefer to buy 

from a sustainable retailer. The proportion opting to do so varied 
only slightly by age: younger shoppers aged between 16 and 34 
(51%) were slightly more likely to make this choice, compared to 
those aged over 55 (48%). Sarah Cameron, director of customer 
experience at Conversity, said: “Mass movements, social media 
campaigns and high-profile influencers have had a profound 
and positive impact on the consumer psyche when it comes to 
sustainability. People are now thinking much more deeply about 
the wider environmental impact of the products they buy, and 
brands are starting to follow suit.”

Uncertainty still surrounds the exact nature of the UK’s future 
relationship with the EU. The UK left the European Union on 
January 31 2020, but the terms of the future trading relationship 
between the two are yet to be settled. If no deal can be agreed 
between them then the two would theoretically trade on World 
Trade Organisation terms – including a complex schedule of tariffs. 
While the UK has already published its schedule of the tariffs that 
would apply to imports, the tariffs applying to exports would 
depend on those set by other countries and trading areas. 

Cross-border trade is likely to become more complex for those 
selling into and out of the UK – Europe’s largest ecommerce 
market. Until 2021, retailers do not pay tariffs to export or buy from 
the 31 countries of the European Economic Area plus Switzerland. 
It is possible, although currently looking unlikely, that a deal will 
be agreed that will simplify future tariffs. 

SO
SA

N
D

A
R

The UK clothes retailer Sosandar reacted nimbly to changes in consumer demand during the Covid-19 pandemic
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LARGEST 100

AUKRO

BIKE-COMPONENTS

BIKESTORE

BILLABONG

BROTHER

BT SHOP

CANON

CASEKING.DE

CHRONO24

CSL

CZASNABUTY

CZC.CZ

DAMART SPORT

DEEZEE

DELL

DENLEY.PL

DICKIES WORK WEAR

DOSENBACH

ELECTROPOLIS

ENVATOMARKET

EOBUWIE.PL

EURONOVA

FABREGUES BICICLETAS

FAHRRAD.DE

FORBIDDEN PLANET

FREE PEOPLE

G-SPORT

GALAXUS.CH

GARNECZKI.PL

GEEKBUYING

GOG.COM

GUITARS FROM SPAIN

HODINKEE

HOME24

HOTLINE

HOWIES

JAKO-O

JAYBIRD

KOMPLETT

THE KOOPLES

LIGHTINTHEBOX

LOGITECH

LOWEPRO

MADE IN DESIGN

MAINGEAR

MANFROTTO

MANOMANO

MILITARIA

MINIINTHEBOX.COM

MMOGA

MOBILCOM-DEBITEL

MOLESKINE

MORELE.NET

MR. WONDERFUL

NEED SUPPLY

NINTENDO

NIXON WATCHES

NLYMAN

ONEPLUS

OOSHOP

OVERCLOCKERS UK

OVS

PATAGONIA

POLAR

POSTERXXL

PRETTY BALLERINAS

PRINTUS

QUIKSILVER

RAKUTEN

RAPHA

REDBUBBLE

REVERB

ROMWE

SCOTT SPORTS

SELECT

SESSION

SLICKWRAPS

SMALLHD

SPREADSHIRT

SPRINGFIELD

STELLA MCCARTNEY

STYLE NANDA

SURFSTITCH

SWAN

TASCHENKAUFHAUS

TICKETMASTER

TICKETONE

TOY PLANET

TRADERA

TRIUMPH

UNION MUSICAL

VERKKOKAUPPA

VIAGOGO

WALBUSCH

WEHKAMP

WESTWING

WEX PHOTO VIDEO

XIAOMI

ZNAK

1-2-3.TV

LARGEST 250

ADLIBRIS

ANDERTONS MUSIC

ANSWEAR

APOTEA.SE

These are the European retailers and brands that follow the RetailX Europe Top500, measured by size

AVON

B&H PHOTO VIDEO

BANG & OLUFSEN

BAZARCHIC

BEAUTY BAY

BESTSECRET

BIKE-DISCOUNT

BIKE24

BIKESTER

BLANCHEPORTE

BLUE TOMATO

BODEN

BOOKDEPOSITORY.COM

BOOZT.COM

BRACK ELECTRONICS

BRANDALLEY

BUCH

BÜCHER.DE

BUEROMARKT BOETTCHER

BULK POWDERS

CAMPZ

CDON

CEL

CLUBEFASHION.COM

CONVERSE

CORSAIR

CRUCIAL

CULT BEAUTY

DANCOVER

DEALEXTREME

DELAMAISON

DJI

DOCMORRIS

DROP

DUSTIN

DYSON

EBUYER.COM

ELEFANT

END.

EPSON

ESSELUNGA

FACTCOOL

FASHION DAYS

FEELUNIQUE.COM

FEU VERT

FITBIT

FLER

FONQ

FRUUGO

GAMESTOP

GAMM VERT

GEAR4MUSIC.COM

GOPRO

GRAILED

GREEN MAN GAMING

GUDRUN SJÖDÉN

GYMSHARK

ICA

IHERB

INVITO

JOLLYROOM.SE

JPC

KAARTJE2GO

LAPTOPSDIRECT

LIMANGO

LITTLEWOODS

LOOKFANTASTIC

MADE.COM

MANDM DIRECT

MANFIELD

MARSHALL

MEDIMOPS.DE

MICROSPOT.CH

MILANOO

MIMOVRSTE

MISTER AUTO

MISTER SPEX

MOONPIG

MOUSER

MR PORTER

MUD JEANS

MUSIC MAGPIE

MUSIC STORE

MUZIKER

MYPROTEIN

MYTHERESA

NET-A-PORTER

NETATMO

NEWEGG

NORDIC FEEL

NOTONTHEHIGHSTREET.COM

OPONEO

ORDNANCE SURVEY

PCDIGA

PEEK & CLOPPENBURG

PERFUMES & COMPANHIA

PHOTOBOX

PIGU

PIXUM

PLUGIN BOUTIQUE

PLUS.PL

PRETTYLITTLETHING

PRISMA

PRIVATE SPORTS SHOP

PROBIKESHOP

PROSHOP

QWERTEE

RAZER

REBUY

REICHELT ELEKTRONIK

REMIX.BG

RESERVIX

RICHER SOUNDS

ROSE

ROSE GAL

SCAN

SEASIDE

SECRETSALES

SEE TICKETS

SMYK

SOCIETY6

SONIC DIRECT

SONOS

STEELSERIES

STUDIO (EXPRESS GIFTS)

TATE SHOP

TEESPRING

TELE2

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

TIGER OF SWEDEN

TME

TOMTOP

TOPACHAT.COM

VARLE

VERY

VESTIAIRE COLLECTIVE

VIDE DRESSING

VOELKNER

WACOM

WESTERN DIGITAL

WIGGLE

WOOK

YESSTYLE

ZAVVI

ZAZZLE

ZVAB

LARGEST 500

ADORAMA

ALLEKABELS

AMERICAN GOLF

ANALOG DEVICES

ANTHROPOLOGIE

APPLIANCESDIRECT

ASTRATEX.CZ

ATLAS FOR MEN

AZERTY (NL)

BADER

BARNES & NOBLE

BASE.COM

BCC

BECQUET

BENQ

BERGER

BERGZEIT

BESTSELLER

BIANCO

BIRKENSTOCK

BITIBA

BJÖRN BORG

BOKUS

BOOKLINE

LA BOUTIQUE OFFICIELLE

BPM-POWER

BRÜGELMANN

BUCHERER

BULLIONBYPOST

BUMBLE & BUMBLE

BYGGHEMMA

CALIROOTS

CAMIF.FR

CCL COMPUTERS

CDJAPAN

CELIO

CENTRALPOINT

CENTRUM ROWEROWE

CHANEL

COLLISHOP

COMPUTERUNIVERSE

COOLSHOP

COOP (SE)

CRAZY FACTORY

CYFROWE

DAMART

DBRAND

DECITRE

DEEJAY.DE

DEFSHOP

DELONGHI

DEPOT

DESIGN BY HUMANS

DEUTSCHE POST

DIEDRUCKEREI.DE

DIGIT-PHOTO

DISTRELEC

DOLLS KILL

DRESS-FOR-LESS

DRESSLILY

DRUCKERZUBEHOER.AT

E-INFINITY CAMERA STORE

EASTPAK

EKOSPORT

EKUPI

ELECTRO.PL

ELETRONIC STAR

ELLOS

ELV

ENGELHORN

ESPARES

EVERYTHING5POUNDS.COM

EVOMAG

FASHION NOVA

FERRARI.COM

FLIGHT CLUB

GEORG JENSEN

GEOX

GESCHENKIDEE

GIANT BICYCLES

GLOBALDATA

GREENWEEZ.COM

GREETZ.NL

GROSBILL
GROVES NURSERIES & 
GARDEN CENTRE
GYMGROSSISTEN

HARALD NYBORG

HARRODS

HARVEY NORMAN

HEJ.SK

HELLOFRESH

HERMÈS

HERSCHEL SUPPLY CO

HHV

HIVE

HOLLAND BIKE SHOP

HONOR

HOOD

HUSQVARNA

I SAW IT FIRST

IMPERICON

JACAMO

JACOB

JD WILLIAMS

JD.COM

JOMASHOP

JUNKYARD

JUSTFAB

JUVESTORE

KAMERA EXPRESS

KAUP24.EE

KICKZ

KNIVES AND TOOLS

KOŠÍK.CZ

KPN

KWIK FIT

KYTARY

LAKELAND
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LAMPENWELT

LANDS' END

LASCANA

LIBRERIAUNIVERSITARIA.IT

LIBRI

LIBRIS.RO

LOVEHONEY

LUISAVIAROMA

MAC COSMETICS

MACROLIBRARSI

MACYS

MANDARAKE

MANTEL

MANUFACTUM

MARIONNAUD

MASTER OF MALT

MATCHES FASHION

MATHON.FR

MAXICOFFEE

MEDIA GALAXY

MEGAPIXEL

MEILLEURDUCHEF.COM

MIO

MIO

MIRAPODO

MIRONET

MOBIEL.NL

MOBILE BULGARIA

MOBILE FUN

MOBILES.CO.UK

MODZ

MONCLICK

MOTOBLOUZ

MPB.COM

MUJI

MYTRENDYPHONE

NASTY GAL

NECKERMANN.AT

NEO24

NESCAFE DOLCE GUSTO

NEW BALANCE

NEWARK.COM

NOCIBÉ

NORDSTROM

OFFICE DISCOUNT

OFFICE SHOES

ONLINEPRINTERS

ONLY

OUTLET CITY METZINGEN

THE OUTNET

OUTNORTH

PAKAMERA

PARFUMDREAMS

PATROL BASE

PC SPECIALIST

PCX

PETER HAHN

PLACEDESTENDANCES.COM

PLANET SPORTS

PLUS

PNEUS ONLINE

POLITEIA (ΠΟΛΙΤΕΙΑ)

POLLIN ELECTRONIC

PRIMERITI

PRIMOR

PRO-DIRECT

QUELLE

RAY-BAN

REI

REUTER

REVOLUTION BEAUTY

REVOLVE

RITUALS

SALDIPRIVATI

SALOMON

SASHE

SHEET MUSIC PLUS

SHOPSTYLE

SHOPTO

SHOWROOM

SIGMA SPORTS

SIMPLY BE

SKATEDELUXE

SKIDDLE

SKYTECH

SNEAKERSNSTUFF

SNIPES

SPARHANDY

SPORTAMORE

SPORTPURSUIT

SPORTSSHOES.COM

SSENSE

STEG ELECTRONICS

STORE

STRUMENTI MUSICALI

STUBHUB

SUPER-SKLEP

SUPERBUY

SURFDOME

SUUNTO

TAIWANGUN

TELLDUS

TEUFEL

THOMAS KRENN

THOMPSON & MORGAN

THREAD

TOOM

TREDZ

TREKKINN

TRONY

TYRE LEADER

ULLAPOPKEN

UNIVERSAL

V&A SHOP

VARUSTELEKA

VENTE-UNIQUE

VICTORIAN PLUMBING

VIVE

WANIMO

WARDOW

WATCH SHOP

WEBER

WESTFALIA

THE WHISKY EXCHANGE

WITHINGS

WONDERBOX

WOODBRASS

WORDERY

ZOOT

11TEAMSPORTS

1STDIBS

220.LV

LARGEST 1000

A.P.C.

ABEL & COLE

ABSOLUTE-SNOW.CO.UK

ACE & TATE

ACNE STUDIOS

ADDNATURE

ADLER

AEG

AFFORDABLE MOBILES

AGAPEA FACTORY

AKG

ALBA MODA

ALDO

ALICE'S GARDEN

ALLBATTERIES

ALLBEAUTY

ALLE-NOTEN

ALLTRON

ALTISPORT

AMARA

AMBROSE WILSON

ANGLING DIRECT

APC

APOTEK1

APPROVED FOOD

ARC'TERYX

ARCHONIA

ARIA TECHNOLOGY

ARLO

ARLT

ARMANI

ASMC

ASMODEE

ASTRO

ASTROSHOP

AXEL ARIGATO

AXMINSTER

BA&SH

BABY-MARKT

BABYONE

BARBOUR

BEAMERSHOP24

BEAVERBROOKS

BEERWULF

BELKIN

BELLROY

BERGERE DE FRANCE
BERGFREUNDE (ALPINE TREK, 
ALPINISTE)
BERTRAND LIVREIROS

BIGBADTOYSTORE

BIRCHBOX

BLACK CIRCLES

BLACK MILK

BLACKBERRY

BLACKWELL'S

BLINDS2GO

BLIVAKKER.NO

BLOOM & WILD

BLURB

BOCONCEPT

BOLIA

BONDARA

BONGO

THE BOOK PEOPLE

BOOMKAT

BOX.CO.UK

BRANDSGALAXY

BRANDY MELVILLE

BREITLING

BRILLE24

BROWNS FASHION

BUBBLEROOM

BURTON (US)

BUTIK I LIKE!

CAFEPRESS

CALUMET PHOTOGRAPHIC

CAMPER

CANADA GOOSE

CAR PARTS 4 LESS

CAR SHOP

CAREOFCARL.COM

CARTRIDGESAVE.CO.UK

CASE MATE

CASPER

CASS ART

CD UNIVERSE

CEDE

CELEIRO

CELLBES

CHAOS CARDS

CHARLES VOGELE

CHARLOTTE TILBURY

CHI CHI

CHILI

CHILLY'S

CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN

CITADIUM

CLASSIC FOOTBALL SHIRTS

CLUBHOUSE GOLF

CLUSE

COCOON CENTER

COLOURPOP

COMPLETE CARE SHOP

CONNOX WOHNDESIGN

COOL STUFF INC.

COOLSTUFF

COOP (NETHERLANDS)

COOP (DK)

THE COTSWOLD COMPANY

COUNTRY ATTIRE

CREATE AND CRAFT

CREATIVE

CROCUS

CRUISE

CRUTCHFIELD

CUPSELL

CVP

CYBERPHOTO

CYBERPOWER

CYCLESTORE

DANIEL WELLINGTON

DAWSONS

DC SHOES

DECKS

DEERBERG

DEGUISETOI.FR

DEIN DEAL

DEMON TWEEKS

DESENIO

DFROBOT

DISCSHOP

DM'S GUILD

DOLPHIN FITNESS

DOMO

DORMEO

DOVER STREET MARKET

DREIVIP

E-TEC.AT

EDEL-OPTICS.CO.UK

EFLORIST

EGLOBAL CENTRAL

ELBENWALD

ELECTRONIC4YOU

ELKO

ELKOR

EMINZA

EMMEZETA

ENEBA

THE ENTERTAINER

EUROPRIS

EVANS

EVERLANE

EVIKE

EVO

FABLETICS

FASHION WORLD

FASHIONETTE

FETCH

FFX

FIETSENWINKEL.NL

FIREBOX

FITFLOP

FJÄLLRÄVEN

FLANNELS

FLATSPOT

FORMLABS

FOTOKOCH

FRAGRANCE DIRECT

THE FRAGRANCE SHOP

FRANCOISE SAGET

FRED PERRY

FREEMANS.COM

FREEZE PRO SHOP

FUNKYPIGEON.COM

GAK

THE GAME COLLECTION

GAMESPLANET

GETTHELABEL.COM

GETTINGPERSONAL.CO.UK

GIBSON

GINATRICOT

GINZA

GLASSES DIRECT

GLOBUS

GM ELECTRONIC

GOAT

GOUSTO

GRASSCITY

GRAZE

GUITARGUITAR

HALLOWEEN COSTUMES

HAPPY SIZE

HAPPY SOCKS

HARMAN KARDON

HARVEY NICHOLS

HATTONS

HEINNIE HAYNES

HELLINE

HELLO PRINT

HELLWEG

HELLY HANSEN

HEROFORGE

HERRENAUSSTATTER

HESSNATUR

HEXOSKIN

HIFI-REGLER

HIPERCOR

HIPPOLAND

HOBBS LONDON

HOBBY HALL

HOBBY LINK JAPAN

HOEPLI

HOT TOPIC

HOTEL CHOCOLAT

HOTTER

HTC

HYGI

HYPERX

IDEAL WORLD

THE IDLE MAN

IL GIARDINO DEI LIBRI.IT

ILVA

IMERCO

IMRESSIONEN

IN TASTE

IN THE STYLE

INFORMATIQUE

INKCLUB

INSTANT PRINT

IRONMONGERYDIRECT

IWOOT

J. PARKERS

JABRA

JACK WILLS

JACK WOLFSKIN

JAPAN CENTRE

JBL

JEFFREE STAR COSMETICS

JELMOLI

JET PENS

JIGSAW

JJ'S HOUSE

JOTEX

JOULES

JURA
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KALEIDOSCOPE

KENWOOD

KEW GARDENS SHOP

KIEHL’S

KIPLING

KITE PACKAGING

KNYGOS.LT

KONZUM

KPOP TOWN

KURT GEIGER

LEDKIA

LEKMER

LESHOP.CH

LIBERTY LONDON

LINDINGER

LINVOSGES

LONGCHAMP

LOOKAGAIN.CO.UK

LOOT CRATE

LULULEMON

M6BOUTIQUE

MACHINE MART

MAGASIN

MAGIC MADHOUSE

MAINLINE MENSWEAR

MANGO.PL

MARC O'POLO

MARISOTA

MASKWORLD

MATHEM

MAXI SPORT

MEDIASHOP

MEDIMAX

MEGABAD

MEGAFLIS

MEQUEDOUNO

MERCATOR

MERLIN CYCLES

MESHKI

METRO

MIINTO

MILK&MORE

MINTISHOP

MISS SELFRIDGE

MISTER GOOD DEAL

MOBIL POHOTOVOST

MOBILE PHONES DIRECT

MODANISA

MODULOR

MON PURSE

MONCLER

MONTBLANC

MORGAN

MR MEMORY

MUSCLE FOOD

MVMT WATCHES

MYDAYS

MYMEMORY

MYSHOE

MYSTORE.CH

NAKED WINES

NATURE'S BEST

NFL SHOP

NIPPON YASAN

NKD

NOTINO

NOVATECH

NOVEL-TECH

NUBERT

NUDIE JEANS

NYX PROFESSIONAL MAKEUP

OAK FURNITURE LAND

OAKLEY

OFFICE FURNITURE

OLIVER BONAS

OLYMP

OMLAZENI.CZ

OMODA

ON RUNNING

ONBUY

ONE

OPTIMAL PRINT

ORBEA

L'ORÉAL

ORIFLAME

OTHERTEES

OTTO OFFICE

OUTLET46.COM

OUTSPOT

OVERSTOCK

PANTONE

PAPERLESS POST

PARADIGIT

PARK CAMERAS

PARROT

PARTS EXPRESS

PARTYCITY

PCBOX

PEAK DESIGN

PERFUME CLICK

PERRY

PET DRUGS ONLINE

PETIT BATEAU

PEWEX

PHARMACY2U

PHASE EIGHT

THE PIHUT

PIXMANIA

PLANET OF THE VAPES

PLANET X

PLAYMOBIL

PLUMBWORLD

PLUS4U.GR

PLUTOSPORT.NL

POPCULTCHA

POWERTOOL WORLD

PREMIER MAN

PREZZYBOX

PRIMROSE

PRINCESSE TAM.TAM
PROFESSIONAL MUSIC 
TECHNOLOGY
PROFUMO CLIC

PROIDDE

THE PROTEIN WORKS

PROZDRAVI

THE REALREAL

THE REFORMATION

REGATTA OUTDOOR CLOTHING

REPLACEDIRECT.NL

RIBBLE

RIVERFORD ORGANIC FARMERS

ROBOT SHOP

ROCKMETALSHOP.PL

ROCKS & CO.

ROMAN ORIGINALS

ROOFING SUPERSTORE

ROUTE ONE

ROYAL DESIGN

THE ROYAL MINT

RUGVISTA

RUNNERINN

RUSSELL HOBBS

RUTLAND CYCLING

SAMSONITE

SANICARE

SCHLAFWELT

SCHOLASTIC

SCS

SEASALT CORNWALL

SEIKO

SELECT SPECS

SELECTED

SENNHEISER

SÉRAPHINE

SHEDSTORE

SHEEGO

SHIRTINATOR

SHOE ZONE

SHOP.BUILDER

SHOPBOP

SIK SILK

SKATEHUT

SKINNYDIP

SKRUVAT.SE

SMART PHOTO

SMARTBUYGLASSES

SNAPFISH

SNEAKÀVENUE

SNOWINN

SOKOS

SOLEBOX

SOLOPRESS

SPORT CONRAD

SPORTLER

SPORTSBIKESHOP

SSI SCHAEFER SHOP

STACKSOCIAL

STAY HARD

STONE ISLAND

STREET ONE

STYLEFILE

STYLEPIT

SUITSUPPLY

SUPER SONIDO

SUTTONS SEEDS

T.M. LEWIN

T2

TADO

TAG HEUER

TEAM KNOWHOW

TEE TEE

TÉLÉSHOPPING

TENNIS WAREHOUSE

THREADLESS

THRUSTMASTER

TIFFANY & CO.

TISSOT

TLC ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

TOBY DEALS

TONIES

TOP SHOP (BG)

LA TOSTADORA

TRACTIVE

TRÈS BIEN

TRESPASS

TRETTI

TROUVA

TYPO

UHRZEIT

ULTRALIGHT OUTDOOR GEAR

UNILIBRO

UNIVERSAL AUDIO

URBAN CITY

USC

VAGABOND

VEJA

VENCA

VENTE DU DIABLE

VICTORIAPLUM.COM

VICTORINOX

VINMONOPOLET

VIRTUALO

VISIONDIRECT.CO.UK

VITALSOURCE

VITRA

VM ZONA

WAHOO FITNESS

WALLIS

WASCHBÄR

WATCHES2U

WATCHFINDER

WAYLAND GAMES

WEBA

WENZ

WEST ELM
THE WESTMINSTER 
COLLECTION
WHISTLES

THE WHITE COMPANY

WINDELN

WMF

WOODBURNER WORLD

WORLD OF BOOKS

WRANGLER

WUPTI.COM

YATEGO

YES

YES ASIA

YLIOPISTON APTEEKKI

YOURS CLOTHING

ZADIG & VOLTAIRE

ZIMMERMANN

ZOOM.CO.UK

ZUMIEZ

365GAMES.CO.UK

7DAYSHOP

LARGEST 1500

ABBONAMENTI

ADAM & EVE

AFFORDABLE GOLF

AGENT PROVOCATEUR

AIRFIX

AKTIESPORT

ALADINIA

ALEXANDER MCQUEEN

ALL4CYCLING

ALPKIT

AMERICAN EAGLE

AMERICAN TOURISTER

ANIMED

APPLIANCE CITY

ARCHOS

ARKIS

ARMEDANGELS

ARMOR LUX

ARTFINDER

ASPINAL OF LONDON

ASSISMÁTICA

ATTITUDE CLOTHING CO.

AVERY

AWD-IT

AZARIUS

BAGS OF LOVE

BAKER ROSS

BALLICOM

BALSAMIK

BANANA REPUBLIC

BANANAFINGERS

BARKER & STONEHOUSE

BATHSTORE

BAZAR DESPORTIVO

BEDS.CO.UK

BEEP

BEER52

BENEFIT SAN FRANCISCO

BERRY BROS. & RUDD

BETTYBARCLAY

BIBA

BIKESTOCKS

BLOOMINGDALE'S

BLUSH.NO

BODYSTORE.COM

BOKKLUBBEN

BONUSPRINT.CO.UK

BOOMERANG

BOOSTED

BOOTS PHOTO

BOUX AVENUE

BRABANTIA

BRAVISSIMO

BRITAX-RÖMER

BRITISH CORNER SHOP

BROMPTON BICYCLE

BRUNEAU

BUGABOO

BULDOZA FASHION

BUYMOBILES.NET

BUYSPARES

BUYTSHIRTSONLINE
BUYWHOLEFOODSONLINE.
CO.UK
BVB FANSHOP

BVLGARI

CADBURY

CALAQISYA

CALIDA

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO

CAMERA JUNGLE

CAMERAWORLD

CARDO SYSTEMS

CARTRIDGE PEOPLE

CASETIFY

CATIMINI

CEWE

CHAMPION

CHEMIST 4 U

CHEMIST DIRECT

CHILLBLAST

CHUMS

CLINIQUE

CLOTHES2ORDER

COACH

COGGLES

COISAS

COLUMBIA SPORTSWEAR

COMMA

COMMS EXPRESS

CONSORTIUM

COOK

CORTEXPOWER

CRAGHOPPERS

CREW CLOTHING COMPANY

CROMWELL

CULT FURNITURE

CULT PENS

CURVISSA

CYPRESS SEMICONDUCTOR

D-MAIL

D.I.D ELECTRICAL

DAVID AUSTIN ROSES

DECIMAS

DECOBAZAAR

DECOCLICO

DIADORA

DISCOUNTMOBILITY

DJKIT.COM

DJMANIA

DMC

DOBBIES GARDEN CENTRES

DOBELL

DOCKERS

DRAGONSPICE

DRFOX

DSQUARED2

DU PAREIL AU MEME

DW SPORTS

DYMO

ECRATER

EDAMPF-SHOP

EDV-BUCHVERSAND
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EEP RAILWAY SIMULATION

EIL

ELECTRICSHOP

ELEKTRON

ELEKTRONET
ELLIS BRIGHAM MOUNTAIN 
SPORTS
ELVERYS

ENDURA

ENVIROFONE

EPRISMA

ESCENTUAL

ESDEMARCA

ESHOPCY.COM.CY

ESTÉE LAUDER

ETHICAL SUPERSTORE

EUROFFICE

EVE SLEEP

EYES LIPS FACE BLOG
FALKE ERGONOMIC SPORT 
SYSTEM
FANATICS.COM

FANCY

FARMDROP

FASARDI

FASHION EYEWEAR

FEEL GOOD CONTACTS

FIGLEAVES.COM

FIRST CLASS WATCHES

FISHINGMEGASTORE.COM

FITNESS DIGITAL

FITNESS SUPERSTORE

FLOORING SUPERSTORE

FLOORINGSUPPLIES

FLORAPRIMA

FONEHOUSE

FORMULA ONE AUTOCENTRES

FORTNUM & MASON

FOTO

FOYLES

FREITAG

FRESH COTTON

FUNIDELIA

FURLA

FURNITURE123

FURNITUREBOX

LA FÉE MARABOUTÉE

GANNI

EL GANSO

GEMPORIA

GERARD DAREL

GERRY WEBER

GESCHENKE

GETDIGITAL

GHD HAIR

GILLETTE

GIVENCHY

GOBLIN GAMING

GOGGLES4U

GOLFONLINE

GRAHAM AND BROWN

GRATTAN

GREENFINGERS

GRINDSTORE

GRUNE ERDE

GTECH

GUERLAIN

GUNFIRE

HACKETT

HALLMARK

HANDTECH

HANON

HARGROVES CYCLES

HARRY'S

HARVEYS

HAVAIANAS

HAWES & CURTIS

HEAL'S

HEAVEN GIFTS

HELMET CITY

HERSCHEL

HIGH STREET TV

HODINKY

HOGAN

HOKA

HORLOGES.NL

HORNBY

HUBLOT

HUGH RICE

HUGHES ELECTRICAL

HUSH

THE HUT

IKARUS

ILGUFO

ILLY

INSULATION SUPERSTORE

INTYMNA.PL

IROBOT

ITS

IWC SCHAFFHAUSEN

JAEGER-LECOULTRE

JB HI-FI

JEUNESSE

THE JEWELLER

JIMMY CHOO

JINX

JO MALONE

JOE BROWNS

JOHN SMITH'S

JOJO MAMAN BÉBÉ

JOKERS

JTF

JURA WATCHES

JUST BB GUNS

JUST MINIATURES

JUSTMUSIC

K&M COMPUTER

K&O

KARL LAGERFELD

KARNEVAL-MEGASTORE

KATE SPADE

KAUBAMAJA

KEF

KICK GAME

KITBAG.COM

KLARSTEIN

KLEERTJES.COM

KNIFECENTRE

KOFFER-DIREKT

KRÄMER

KUPINDO

L.K.BENNETT

L.L.BEAN

LAITHWAITE'S

LAMBDATEK

LAPTOP OUTLET

LAVPRISVVS

LE COQ SPORTIF

LEE

LEISURE LAKES BIKES

LELO

LENSTORE

LIFESTYLESPORTS

LINDT

LINE6

LITTLE MISTRESS

LN-CC

LOAF

LOAKE

LONDONCAMERAEXCHANGE

LONG TALL SALLY

LOVECRAFTS

LOVELL RUGBY

LULUS

LYLE & SCOTT

M&CO

MAJE

MAMAS & PAPAS

MAMMUT

MANKIND

MARIMEKKO

MARKS ELECTRICAL

MATRAS

MEDIA-DEALER.DE

MEDICANIMAL

MEDISAVE

MEMBERS.COM

MENKIND

MERCHOID

MERRELL

METALS4U

MI TIENDA DE ARTE

MICRO CENTER

MIELE

MILITARY 1ST

MINT VELVET

MIRRAW

MISSOMA

MISSPAP

MM SPORTS

MODA OPERANDI

MODELSPORT

MONDO

MONOPRICE

MONSTERZEUG

MORPHE

MOSCHINO

MOTEL

MOTORCYCLE SPARE PARTS

MOVE DANCEWEAR

MR CENTRAL HEATING

MULBERRY

MUSIC ROOM

MYMALL

MYPICTURE.CO.UK

NAPAPIJRI

NEIMAN MARCUS

NEJCENY

NELSON

NORDICNEST

NOVO ATALHO INFORM??ÁTICA

NRS HEALTHCARE

OI POLLOI

OLIVE

ONBIT

ONEDIRECT

ONLINEGOLF

ONYGO

OPTICSPLANET

THE ORDINARY

THE ORIENTAL SHOP

ORVIS

OTTERBOX

OUTDOOR & COUNTRY

OUTDOORGB

OUTFITTER

PACSUN

PARTMASTER

PAUL SMITH

PAVERS

PEOPLE TREE

PET PLANET

PETER TYSON

PHARMACY FIRST

PHILLIP PLEIN

PHYSIOROOM

PIKOLINOS

PIMORONI

PINK BOUTIQUE

PLANET ORGANIC

PLUMBASE

POSTERLOUNGE

POWERHOUSE FITNESS

PRECIOUSLITTLEONE

PRESTO CLASSICAL

PRETTY GREEN

PRINCESS POLLY

PRINFOR

PRINTED.COM

PRINTERLAND.CO.UK

PROBIKEKIT

PROSTO

QOO10

QS SUPPLIES

QUICK MOBILE FIX

QUIET PC

RAJAPACK

RANSOM SPARES

REAL FOODS

REDWOLFAIRSOFT

REGTRANSFERS.CO.UK

REMINGTON

REPLACE BASE

REPLAY

REPUESTO FUENTES

RHS PLANTS

RICH TONE MUSIC

RIMOWA

ROCK + RUN

ROHAN

ROLI

ROUTE 1 PRINT

RUBY LANE

RUNNERS NEED

RUSSELL & BROMLEY

RUTLANDS

SAKS FIFTH AVENUE

SALSA

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO

SAMSØE SAMSØE

SAMUEL WINDSOR

SANDRO

SARAH RAVEN

SAUCONY

SAXOPRINT

SCHNEIDER

SCIENCE IN SPORT

SCIENCE MUSEUM SHOP

SELVER

SERENATA FLOWERS

SEVENTYSEVEN

SHARKROBOT

SHOEAHOLICS

SHOES

SIL

SIMPLY GAMES

SIMPLY SCUBA

SIMPLY SWIM

SJS CYCLES

SKAGEN

SLATERS

SLENDERTONE

SLRHUT

SMIGGLE

SNOW+ROCK

SOLETRADER

SOUS CHEF

SPEEDO

SPIELEMAX

SPORTSMAN GUN CENTRE

START FITNESS

STEPHANIS

STEWMAC

STOKKE

STREETSHIRTS

STÜSSY

THE SUB

SUIT DIRECT

SUNGLASS HUT

SUNGLASSES SHOP

SUNSKY

SVP.CO.UK

SWAPPA

SWEATY BETTY

SWELL UK

SWOON EDITIONS

TASSIMO

TEEFURY

TESSUTI

TILE MOUNTAIN

TILES DIRECT

TISO

TIXFORGIGS

TJC

TOAST

TOD'S

TOKYO LAUNDRY

TÖLVULISTINN

TOM FORD

TOMS

TOOLSTOP

TOPANKOVO

TOTALLY WICKED

TRADING DEPOT

TURTLE BEACH

TVC MALL

TWEEKS CYCLES

TYRE SHOPPER

UGG

UK FLOORING DIRECT

UK SOCCER SHOP

ULTIMATE EARS

UNCOMMONGOODS

UNIGRO

URBAN INDUSTRY

VALENTINO

VAPE CLUB

VAT19

VAX

VEGA

VENTA UNICA

VETUK

VILLEROY & BOCH

VIOVET

VIRGIN WINES

VITRINEMAGIQUE

VOGELS

VONHAUS

WALLS AND FLOORS

WARREN JAMES

WELLGOSH

WETSUITOUTLET

WHITTARD OF CHELSEA

THE WINE SOCIETY

WOLF & BADGER

WOLSELEY

WONDERLAND MODELS

WOOD FINISHES DIRECT

WOOD WOOD

WORKING CLASS HEROES

YANKEE CANDLE

YOMONDA

ZEE & CO

ZENNI OPTICAL

ZULILY

1ST CHOICE

21RUN

3D SUPPLY

3DCONNEXION
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LARGEST 2000

ABACUS

ACE (EXPRESS GIFTS)

AGORA CLOTHING

AIRSOFT WORLD

ALLIANCE ONLINE

AMI

ANDMORE

ANIMAL

ANITA

ANLAGEGOLD24

ANTLER

APPELRATHCÜPPER

APRICOT

AQUALISA

ARCO

ARGENTO

ARMANI EXCHANGE

ARREDA TUTTO

ASGOODASNEW

ASSOS

ASTRID&MIYU

ATKINSONS BULLION

ATOM RETRO

AUBADE

AUDIO AFFAIR

AUDIOVISUAL ONLINE

AUSSAR

AXPARIS

BABI PUR

BABYSHOP

BALMAIN

BALR.

BANANA MOON

BAREMINERALS

BARNAS HUS

BASE FASHION

BASS CENTRE

BATH & BODY WORKS

BATTERY STATION

BATTLE-MERCHANT

BEAUTY EXPERT

BEN SHERMAN

BERGHAUS

BESTDARKY.CZ

BETTER BATHROOMS

BETTYS

BIG DUG

BLACKLEAF

BLUE BANANA

BLUE NILE

BLUEBELLA

BOBBI BROWN

BODUM

BODYKIND

BOGNER

BONANZA MARKET

BORA

BOTTEGA VENETA

BOUTIQUE DOS RELÓGIOS

BOWERS & WILKINS

BRANDON HIRE STATION

BRASTOP

BRINGMEISTER.DE

BROOK TAVERNER

BROOKS BROTHERS

BRORA

BROWN BAG CLOTHING

BUGATTI FASHION

BUILD-A-BEAR WORKSHOP

BUNCHES FLORAPOST

BUYITDIRECT

BYTHJUL

C.GARS

CABELA'S

CALOR

CAMPING WORLD

CANTON

CARE CO

CARTRIDGE DISCOUNT

CASH CONVERTERS

CAT PHONES

CELLULAR LINE

CENTERCOURT.DE

CHARLES CLINKARD

CHARTERHOUSE AQUATICS

THE CHELSEA MEGASTORE

CHILDSPLAY CLOTHING

CHLOÉ

CHRISTINE LE DUC

CHRISTOPHER WARD

CHURCH'S

CITIZEN

CLAREL

CLAUDIE PIERLOT

CLIFTON CAMERAS

CLINTONS

CLOSED

COCCINELLE

COMPUTERPLANET.CO.UK

CONRAN SHOPS

THE CONTAINER STORE

CRAFTER'S COMPANION

CRAMPTON AND MOORE

CRATE & BARREL

CRAZY CLEARANCE

CRICKET DIRECT

CURIOSITE

CURRENT BODY

CYCLESURGERY

D&M TOOLS

DAVPACK

DEGUSTABOX

DENBY

DERAMORES

DERMALOGICA

DESIGN3000

DESIGNERSGUILD

DEVIALET

DIAMONDS FACTORY

DIGITALPRINTING.CO.UK

DIRECT WOOD FLOORING

DISCOUNTFOOTBALLKITS.COM

DK

DODO

DRAINAGE SUPERSTORE

DRIM

DRINK STUFF

THEDRINKSHOP.COM

DRINKSUPERMARKET

DRONESDIRECT

DUIFHUIZEN

DULUX DECORATOR CENTRES

DUREX

DYNOS INFORMÁTICA

E2SAVE

EBAGS

ECOOKSHOP
EDINBURGH BICYCLE CO-
OPERATIVE
THE EDINBURGH WOOLLEN MILL

EDWIN

THE ELECTRICAL COUNTER

EMMA

EMMA BRIDGEWATER

EP

ESCAPADE

ESSENTIALANTWERP

ETON

ETYRES

EVERYONEDOESIT

EXANTE DIET

F.HINDS

FABER CASTELL

FABLED

FAGUO

FANCYDRESS.COM

FANN

FARMISON

FENWICK

FERM LIVING

FILLING PIECES

FILSON

FIRST 4 MAGNETS

FISHPOND

FLIGHT STORE

FLIR

FOOTPATROL

FOREO

FRED ALDOUS

FURNITURE IN FASHION

GAIAM

GARAGE STORE

GARDENERS

GARDENSITE

GARDENTRADING

GB POSTERS

GEEKSTORE

GET LAID BEDS

GETGEARED

GEZONDHEID AAN HUIS

GIOSEPPO

GIUSEPPEZANOTTI

GLOBAL WATCH SHOP

GO SMOKE FREE

GOLF SUPPORT

GRAHAM & GREEN

GREAT OUTDOORS

GYM KING

HAGLÖFS

HAMLEYS

HANDLESTORE.COM

HARPER COLLINS

HARRISON CAMERAS
THE HARRY POTTER SHOP AT 
PLATFORM 9 3/4
HARTS OF STUR

HDEW CAMERAS

HEALTH MONTHLY

HEALTHY SUPPLIES

HELLOCANVAS

HIFIX

HIVE.CO.UK

HOLISTICSHOP.CO.UK

HOME AV DIRECT

THE HOME BREW SHOP

HOME, BEAUTY & GIFT SHOP

HONESTBREW

HONOUR

HOOVER

HOUSE OF BATH

HOWE TOOLS

HUF

HUMMEL

HUNTER

HYPE

HYPERDRUG.CO.UK

I-SELLS

ICE WATCH

IITTALA

IXXI

JAEGER

JAMECO

JE JAMES CYCLES

JML

JOKERS' MASQUERADE

JOLLYES

JONES BOOTMAKER

JOSEPH JOSEPH

JUST KAMPERS

JWPEPPER

KARNDEAN

KARRIMOR

KARTELL

KATE'S CLOTHING

KEEN

KÉRASTASE

KIDDIES KINGDOM

KITLOCKER.COM

KPOP MART

KRASA

KTICHEN DOOR WORKSHOP

LA PERLA

LAFUMA

LAMY

LANCÔME

LAND WARRIOR AIRSOFT

LAVAZZA

LEADER DOORS

LED HUT

LEEKES

LEISURE OUTLET

LENSON

THE LIGHTBULB COMPANY

LIGHTBULBS DIRECT

LINDY

LINGERIE OUTLET STORE

LIQUID

LIZ EARLE

LOEWE

LOLA'S CUPCAKES

LOVE BOOK ONLINE

LOVELL SOCCER

M&P

M-WAY

MADEWELL

MAHARISHI

MAISON MARGIELA

MAKE MY VAPE

MALIBUSTRINGS

MARINE SUPER STORE

MAT.SE

MATT & NAT

MAX SPIELMANN

MAXI MUSCLE

MAXI-COSI

ME+EM

MEDEXPRESS

MEDIASHOPPING

MELICONI

MERCHNOW

MHR

MICHAELS

MICRO SCOOTER

MIDWAY

MINE4SURE

MIRÓ

MISBHV

MISS COQUINES

MIU MIU

MOBILETOPUP

MOLE VALLEY FARMERS

MOLTON BROWN

MONICA VINADER

MONTRE AND CO

MOOMIN

MORE & MORE

MORPHY RICHARDS

MOTOROLA

MSC

MULTIPLAYER

MUSIC BAZAAR

MUSIC MATTER

MUSTO

MY 1ST YEARS

MYTOOLSHED.CO.UK

NATIONAL SHOWER SPARES

NATIVE SKATESTORE

NEAL'S YARD REMEDIES

NEPTUNE

NKUKU

NOMOS GLASHÜTTE

NORSE PROJECTS

NORSE STORE

NOTCUTTS

NULLPROZENTSHOP

OCEAN LIGHTING

OFF-WHITE

OFFCUTS

OFFTEK

OHH DEER

OKA

OKI-NI

OLIVIERO

OLYMPUS

ONITSUKA TIGER

ONLINE 4 BABY

THE ORIGINAL FACTORY SHOP

ORIGINALBTC

OSCARJACOBSON

OUI

OUR LEGACY

PADDOCK

PANAMOZ

PANERAI

PAOLO BOTTICELLI

PAPERSTONE

PARFEMY

PARTY PIECES

PARTYRAMA

PASTA EVANGELISTS

PATRIZIA PEPE

PAUL GREEN

PAULA'S CHOICE

PEACH GUITARS

PEN HEAVEN

PENHALIGON'S

PERSONALISED GIFT SHOP

PET-SUPERMARKET

PETSHOP.CO.UK

PF JONES

PICSTOP

PIERREHERMÉ

PINKO

PLASTIC BOXSHOP

POLAR PRO FILTERS

POLAROID

POLTI

POLYBAGS

POSTURITE

PRAXISDIENST

PRECISION SKI

PREDATOR NUTRITION

PRETAVOIR

PRINTER INKS

PRINTERBASE

PROTYRE

PURE COLLECTION

QUAD LOCK

RADIO WORLD

RADLEY

RADO

RAINS

RAWLINS

RCMART

RECORDSTORE

REPTILE CENTRE

RIPNDIP CLOTHING

ROCKLER

ROKIT
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ROLLERSNAKES

ROSENTHAL

ROSSIGNOL

ROXY

RUBBERSOLE

SAA

SALLING.DK

SALLY

SCHIESSER

SCHLEICH

SDS LONDON

SERVOVENDI
SEVENOAKS SOUND AND 
VISION
SGS

SHOPFITTING WAREHOUSE

SHORE

SHOWPO

SILENTNIGHT

SIMBA

SIMONE PÉRÈLE

SIMPLEHUMAN

SIMPLY COOK

SIMPLY HIKE

SISLEY

SITEBOX

SKÅNSKA BYGGVAROR

SKULLCANDY

SLOGGI

SOAK & SLEEP

SOCKSHOP

SOFA.COM

THE SOLAR CENTRE

SONIC ELECTRONICS

SOUNDBOK

SOUNDS TRUE

SOURCE BMX

SPERKY

SPEX4LESS

SPORTINO

STEFANEL

STEIFF

STINKYINK

STRENGHT SHOP UK

STRINGS DIRECT

STUDIOSPARES

STYLE KOREAN

SUNSPEL

SUPERGA

SWANN

SWEATBAND

SWEATSHOP

SWIMWEAR365

TACKLE UK

TAILS

TAUNTON LEISURE

TB DRESS

TEAPIGS

TECHNIKDIRECT

TEMPTATION GIFTS

TENNIS POINT

TENNISNUTS

TERRASHOP

THINX

THORNTONS

THOUGHT

TILE

TITOLO

TJ HUGHES

TOO FACED

TOOLED UP

TOPVINTAGE

TOTES ISOTONER

TOWER LONDON

TOWSURE

TRADE COUNTER DIRECT

TRAPSTAR

TRIPP

TROLL BEADS

TRUFFLESHUFFLE

TSHIRT STUDIO

TTS GROUP

TUMI

TWININGS

TYRESONTHEDRIVE.COM

UK ECIG STORE

UK TOOL CENTRE

UNHUMAN

UNKIND

UTTINGS

VALENTINS

VAMPIRE VAPE

VANCLEEF&ARPELS

VAPEMATE

VILA

VITABIOTICS

VITAMIX

VIVIENNE WESTWOOD

THE WATCH HUT

WATCHES OF SWITZERLAND

WE MOTO

WEIRDFISH

WELDRICKS PHARMACY

WHEELSPIN MODELS

WHO GIVES A CRAP

WHYBUYNEW

WICKED UNCLE

WILSON

WILTSHIRE FARM FOODS

WINSTANLEYS BIKES

WINSTANSLEYS PRAMWORLD

WISHTREND

WOODHOUSE CLOTHING

WOOL AND THE GANG

WRAPPZ

WYNSORS WORLD OF SHOES

XL MOTO

YANDY

YUMBLES

ZAGG

ZANUSSI

ZERO

24S

4GADGETS

LARGEST 2500

A GREAT READ

ADVANCE AUTO PARTS

AESOP

AIR CON DIRECT

ALBAM

ALEXANDALEXA.COM

ALEXANDER WANG

ALEXANDRA

ALLSOLE

AMBELLIS

AMERICAN SWEETS

ANGLIA TOOL CENTRE

ANGLING ACTIVE

ANN'S COTTAGE

APMEX

APPLIANCE HOUSE

ARCADE WORLD UK

ARDMOOR

ARKK COPENHAGEN

ASTLEY CLARKE

AVEDA

AVENTICS

AWESOME BOOKS

BABYBJÖRN

BABYLISS

BABYMOOV

BAKERY BITS

BARBEQUESHOP.NL

BARGAIN MAX

BARRINGTON SPORTS

BASLER HAAR KOSMETIK

BAUKJEN

BAUME & MERCIER

BEAUTY BASE

BEDECK

BEE INSPIRED

BEERS OF EUROPE

BELL & ROSS

BELLA BARISTA

BERGDORF GOODMAN

BERLUTI

BESTSELLER (BOOKSTORE)

BHLDN

BLADES AND BOWS

BLOOMING ARTIFICIAL

BLUESOUND

BODYBUILDING WAREHOUSE

BOROUGH KITCHEN

BRADFORDS

BRANDS.HU

BREW UK

BRILLIANT EARTH

BRISTOL CAMERAS

THE BRITISH MUSEUM SHOP

BROTHER2BROTHER

BRUNELLO CUCINELLI

BUTTERFLY

BUYABATTERY.CO.UK

BUYAPARCEL

CABLEMATIC

CALÇADO GUIMARÃES

CALENDAR CLUB

THE CAMBRIDGE SATCHEL 
COMPANY

CAMPBELLS MEAT

CANTERBURY

CAR AUDIO DIRECT

CAR AUDIO SECURITY

CAR MATS UK

CARAN D'ACHE

CARETHY

CARREG.COM

CARRIER BAG SHOP

CARTER'S

CARTRIDGE SHOP

CASTAÑER

CASTLEGATE LIGHTS

CAT

CEWE PHOTOWORLD

CHARLES & KEITH

CHINESE MOTORCYCLE PARTS 
ONLINE

CHO

CHRISTIANIA GLASMAGASIN

CHRISTYS'

CLEARANCE365

CLICK BASIN

CLIFFORD JAMES

CLOS19

CLOVE

COMPLETE AQUATICS

COMPUTER.IS

CONTACT LENSES

COOLBLADES

COOMBE FARM

COWSHED

COX MOTOR PARTS

CREME DE VAPE

CRIMINAL DAMAGE

CROSS

CRUMPLER

CURAPROX

CURVY KATE

CYCLE KING

DAISY LONDON

DAVID'S BRIDAL

DAYLESFORD

DAYSOFT

DECORATING DIRECT

THE DIAMOND STORE

DIGITAL SAVE

DILLARDS

DINOPC

DIPTYQUE PARIS

DIRECT GOLF

DIRECT SIGHT

DIRECT SOCCER

DIRECT SPORTS

DISCOUNT STICKER PRINTING

DISCOUNT SUPPLEMENTS

DONALD RUSSELL

DOOR SUPERSTORE

DOPPER

DORO

DUALIT

DUSTYGROVE

DVD

E-OUTDOOR

ECOALF

ELECTRICAL DISCOUNT UK 
(HARRY GARLICK)

THE ELECTRICAL SHOWROOM
THE ELECTRONIC CIGARETTE 
COMPANY
ENGLISH HERITAGE

ERES PARIS

EUREKAKIDS

EVAQ8

EVERLAST

EXCEPTIONAL AV

EXECUTIVE SHAVING

EXPRESS

EXPRESS CHEMIST

EXPRESS TRAINERS

EYE BUY DIRECT

FABRIC

FALSEEYELASHES.CO.UK

FANCY DRESS BALL

FARAH

FASHION FOR HOME

FASHIONHYPE

FATBOY

FAUCHON PARIS

FAWKES CYCLES

FEATHER & BLACK

FENN WRIGHT MANSON

FIERCE PC

FILORGA

A FINE PAIR OF SHOES

FINERY LONDON

FIORELLI

FIRE PROTECTION ONLINE

FIRED EARTH

FIRST TUNNELS

FISH TEC

FLOORMATS

FOCUSRITE

FOLK

FOOTWAY

FR JONES AND SON

FRAMES.CO.UK

FRASER HART

FRETTE

FROST

FRUGI

FUNCTION18

FUTURE ELECTRONICS

THE GAA STORE

GAEL FORCE

GARDEN BARGAINS

GEEKCORE

GHOST LONDON

GIEVES AND HAWKES

GINGER RAY

GLASSES2YOU

GLISSHOP

GNC

THE GOLF SHOP ONLINE

GOLFBASE

GOOSE & GANDER

GRAFF-CITY

GREAT BRITISH MEAT CO

GREAT LITTLE TRADING 
COMPANY

GREENICE

GRENADE

GROWELL

GUITAR.CO.UK

HAMILTON GAS PRODUCTS

HANDLES4U

HARRY CORRY

HAVEN

HAWKIN'S BAZAAR

HAWKSHEAD COUNTRY WEAR

HAY

HERWECK

HI-TEC

HIGH & MIGHTY

HOBGOBLIN MUSIC

HONEY BIRDETTE

HORIZN STUDIOS

HOUSEOLOGY

HQHAIR.COM

HSN

HUDABEAUTY

HUDSON'S BAY

HUMAX

THE HUNDREDS

HURN & HURN

HYDRO FLASK

IDEFIX

IKRUSH

ILLAMASQUA

INCM

THE INDEPENDENT PHARMACY

INDIGO HERBS

INTERNET-INK.COM

ISABEL MARANT

ISLE OF MAN TT

IZABEL LONDON

J. LINDEBERG

JAC VAPOUR

JACQUEMUS

JADED LONDON

THE JAPANESE SHOP

JARROLD

JELLYCAT

JOHN RYAN

JOOP!

JOSEPH

JOY

JOYETEC UK

JULES B

JUST FABRICS

JUST PAINTBALL

JUST VITAMINS

KARHU

KATHMANDU

KATVOND

KENABLE

KICKERS

KINGS WILL DREAM

KITCHENAID

KITSOUND

KMR AUDIO
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KNIFE WAREHOUSE

KOMONO

KUHN RIKON

KUSTOM

LAVISH ALICE

LD MOUNTAIN CENTRE

LE CREUSET

LEGAMI

LEICA

LEICA CAMERA

LILLYWHITES

LILY'S KITCHEN

LIME CRIME

LINAS MATKASSE

LINKS OF LONDON

LOCK & KEY

LOOK FABULOUS FOREVER

LORD AND TAYLOR

LORO PIANA

LOUNGE

LUKE

LUMENE

LUNII

MAD4TOOLS.COM

MAIL ORDER TREES

MAIL SHOP

MAISONLEJABY

MAPPIN & WEBB

MARC JACOBS

MARNI

MEGA FANCY DRESS

MENNACE

MEPAL

MERLIN

MICRODREAM

MIKE'S DIVE STORE

MINTED

MISS A

MKI

MLB

MOBILE STORE

MODA FURNISHINGS

MODA IN PELLE

MONSTER PET SUPPLIES

MORGAN COMPUTERS

MORRIS & CO.

MULTIRAMA

MURAD

MY ROBOT CENTER

MY VITAMINS

MYBAG

MYCLOSET.RO

MYKRONOZ

NATIONAL TRUST SHOP

NATURAL BABY SHOWER

NATURAL BED COMPANY

NEVERFULLYDRESSED

NEXT DAY COFFES

NICCE

NICE THINGS PALOMA S.

NIGHTGEAR

NITROTEK

NN07

NORMANS

NUMBER 1 PLATES

OAKHOUSE FOODS

OFFICECHAIRUK

OFIX.PL

OLD NAVY

OLDRIDS & DOWNTOWN

OLIVER SPENCER

OLIVER SWEENEY

OLIVIABURTON

OLIVIER DESFORGES

ONEPIECE

OPI

OPINEL

ORIGINAL PENGUIN

ORLEBAR BROWN

ORMSSON

OSELECTION

OSPREY LONDON

OUTDOORWORLDDIRECT

OUTWELL

OXFORD ONLINE PHARMACY

PACKAGING2BUY

PACO RABANNE

PANAMA JACK

PANINI

PARKERS OF BOLTON

PC GAMES SUPPLY

PEDIWEAR

PEPPER & MAYNE

PERCIVAL

PERFECTHOME

PERSOL

PERUVIANCONNECTION

PETER CHRISTIAN

PETSMART

PHARMICA

PHOTO4ME

PHYSIQUE

PLEXIGLAS SHOP

POETRY FASHION

POLARN O. PYRET

POLESANDBLINDS.COM

POLO-SHIRTS

POMELLATO

POND PLANET

POWER BODY

POWER TOOLS UK

PRC DIRECT

PRESENT FINDER

PRIMADONNA

PRINTING.COM

THEPRINTSPACE

PROSWIMWEAR

PYROLAND

Q ACOUSTICS

QD STORES

QUANTICLO

QUOOKER

RAG & BONE

THE RAGGED PRIEST

RAINBOW VAPES

RAZOR

REEM CLOTHING

REFRESH CARTRIDGES

REIDYS MUSIC

RELIGION

RENCLEANSKINCARE

REPRESENT CLO

REX LONDON

RGB DIRECT

RHA

RICHARD HAWORTH

RICK OWENS

RIEKER

RIXO

ROAL DAHL SHOP

ROCO

RS ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

RUBIK'S

RUE LA LA

RX SPORT

RÖSLE

S3I GROUP

SANDQVIST

SANTONI

SASS & BELLE

SAVILE ROW COMPANY

SCOTTS OF STOW

SCOTTSDALE

SCRIBBLER

SELF-PORTRAIT

SERVERSDIRECT

SEXTOYS.CO.UK

SHOP4WORLD

THE SHOWER DOCTOR

SILVER CROSS

SIMPLYSUPPLEMENTS

SINGULAR

SIZZIX

SKATES.CO.UK

SKINIT

SLEDSTORE

SMARTFONESTORE

SMOKE-KING

SMOL

SMYTHSON

SNAINTON GOLF

SOHOHOME

SOPHIE ALLPORT

SOREL

SPECKYFOUREYES

SPECTACLES

SPHERO

SPIRAL

SPORT GREIFENBERG

SPORTS HQ

SPYCAMERACCTV

STAMPS DIRECT

STANFORDS

START-RITE SHOES

STDUPONT

STERLING FURNITURE

STEVE MADDEN

STRELLSON

STRESSNOMORE

STUART WEITZMAN

STUTTERHEIM

SUGRU

SUPERFI

SWIM OUTLET

T.H. BAKER

TECH IN THE BASKET

TECH21

THEATRE TICKETS DIRECT

THIS WORKS

THOMAS PINK

TIMEX

TIMEX CORPORATION

TOBI

TOG24

TOM DIXON

TOOLDEN

TORADEX

TORRID

TRICKER'S

TROPHY STORE

TRUSSARDI

UBERKINKY

UK ELETRICAL SUPPLIES

UK JUICERS

UK TACTICAL
THE UNDERFLOOR HEATING 
STORE

UNIVERSAL WORKS

UP & RUNNING

URBANEARS

UTSAV FASHION

VAPORDNA

VEGAOO.DE

VESTERNET

VESTIAIRECOLLECTIVE

VIKTOR & ROLF

VILEBREQUIN

THE VISOR SHOP

VITAMIN SHOPPE

WAI YEE HONG

WEB BLINDS

WEBTOGS

WEEKEND MAX MARA

WETSUIT CENTRE

THE WINDOW FILM COMPANY

WORLD OF CAMPING

WOWCAMERA

XIDAX

Y-CAM

YOURSPARES

YUMI

YUNEEC

ZALMOS

ZATU

ZOEVA

ZUGESCHNUERT

121DOC

24MX

31DOVER

4OURHOUSE

7MOBILE

LARGEST 3000

ABBOTT LYON

ABIHAIL AHERN

ACQUA DI PARMA

ACRONYM

AHF

ALDISS

ALEX MONROE

ALPHA INDUSTRIES

AMOENA WORLDWIDE

ANASTASIABEVERLYHILLS

ANDREW MARTIN

ANDY POLA

ANIMAIL

ANYA HINDMARCH

AQUASCUTUM

ARIAT

ARNOLD LAVER

ART REPUBLIC

ARTWIZZ

ASSURED PHARMACY

AUSTIN REED

AVERYS WINE MERCHANTS

BABYSECURITY

BACKINACTION

BALLY

BANG+STRIKE

BAREN COMPANY

BARKER SHOES

BASE LONDON

BATH & UNWIND

BBQ WORLD

BCBGMAXAZRIA

THE BEAD SHOP

BEDS.IE

BEER MERCHANTS

BELAZU

BERDEN

BISCUITEERS

BISSELL

BLACKBURN DISTRIBUTIONS

BLEACH LONDON

BLISS WORLD

BLOC BLINDS

BLOC EYEWEAR

BLUE VANILLA

BOODLES

THE BOOK OF EVERYONE

BORDALLO PINHEIRO

O BOTICÁRIO

BOURNEMOUTH BABY CENTRE

BRAINWAVES

BRAKEBURN

BREE

BREMONT

BRILLIANT BIKES

BRINDISA

BRITA

BROOKSTONE

BUGGYBABY

BURT'S BEES

BUY BRAND TOOLS

BYMALENEBIRGER

CAFFITALY SYSTEM

CALLAWAY GOLF

CANALI

CARAT* LONDON

CAROLINA HERRERA

CAUDELIE PARIS

CBAZAAR

CBD OILS

CHARACTER.COM

CHARLES WILSON

CHATHAM

CHAUMET

CHESCA

CHIC BY CHOICE

CHIMI EYEWEAR

CHOCOLATE TRADING CO

CHOIES

CHRISTIES DIRECT

CHRISTOFLE

CHRISTY

CIATÉ LONDON

CLEARANCE KING

CLICKFIEL

CLOSET LONDON

COAST WATER SPORTS

COES

COLE & SON

COLLONIL

COOL MATERIAL

COSABELLA

COUSINS

CRABTREE & EVELYN

CRICKET AUSTRALIA ONLINE SHOP

CROMBIE

CUISINART

CUSTO BARCELONA

DALES CYCLES

DAMMSUGARPASAR.NU

DAMSEL IN A DRESS

DANATO

DANCEDIRECT

DANIEL

DANTO

DARTINGTON CRYSTAL

DAUNT BOOKS

DEBRETT'S SHOP

DERBY HOUSE

DI VAPOR

DIANE VON FURSTENBERG

DIRTBIKEXPRESS

DISTINCTIVE DOORS

DIXONS

DOLLY AND DOTTY

DONNA KARAN

DR JAYS

THE DRESSING ROOM

DRESSLINK

DRINK FINDER

DRINKSDIRECT.CO.UK

DRUCKER GUENSTIGER

DUCHAMP LONDON

DUKE OF UKE

DUKE VIDEO

DUOBOOTS

THE DUVET STORE
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E LIQUID FLAVOUR 
CONCENTRATES
EASY BUY WORLD

ECIG WIZARD

ELECTRICAL DEALS

ELEMIS

ELLESSE

ELVIE

EMILIO PUCCI

ERIC DRESS

ERICEIRA SURF+SKATE

ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA

ESPA

ETHLETIC

ETRO

EUROCAVE

EVOLUTION ORGANICS

EVOLVE SKATEBOARDS

FABIENNE CHAPOT

FAITH IN NATURE

FATHER & SONS

FEARLESS

FIELD & FLOWER

FIELD & TREK

FILOFAX

FINE COFFEE CLUB

FIORUCCI

FIRETRAP

FIRSTAID4SPORT

FISHER & PAYKEL

FISHING TACKLE AND BAIT

FITNESS TRENING

FIXXOO

FLORIS LONDON

FOCALPRICE

FOOTJOY

FOR LOVE & LEMONS

FRANKLINMARSHALL

FRED + GINGER

FRESH

FRESH EGO KID

FREYA

FRONT RUNNER

FULLY CHARGED

FUSALP

G JOHNS AND SONS

G. H. BASS

GABOR

GERMAN DREAM NAILS

GIEN

GILT

GINA BACCONI

GIRL MEETS DRESS

GLADIATOR COMPUTERS

GLAMOROUS

GLENFIDDICH

GLOVERALL

GODIVA CHOCOLATIER

GODMINSTER

GOOD FOR NOTHING

GOODWIN SMITH

GORGEOUS SHOP

THE GOTHIC SHOP

THE GREEN SPARK PLUG

GRENSON

GUR SEWING SUPERSTORE

HALENS

HARMAN

THE HATCHBAG COMPANY

HEIDI KLEIN

HELPFORHEROES

HEM

HIGH ON BIKES

HIGHER NATURE

HOME & COOK (TEFAL)

HOME HEALTH UK

HOMEDICS

HOMEROOM

HOPE EDUCATION

HOUSE OF HACKNEY

HUDSON SHOES

HUMAN KINETICS

HURST

HUSHPUPPIES

ICANDY

ICONIC WATCHES

IGERO

IN A CRYSTAL

INDIAJANE

IRFU

JACKSON SPORTS

JACQUES VERT

JAMESON

JAMGOLF

JANAN

JANOD

JEFFERY WEST

JIGSAW PUZZLES DIRECT

JOHN ANTHONY

JOHN GREED

JOHN SMEDLEY

JOIE BABY

JOLLYCHIC

JON RICHARD

JUST KEEPERS

KANO

KAPPA

KARMALOOP

KEEP CALM-O-MATIC

KEEPCUP

KELLER SPORTS

KILKENNY

KITRI

KNOMO

KOOKIT

KROWMARK

LA TIENDA DIRECTA

LA TIENDA EN CASA

LABOUR AND WAIT

LANDMANN

LANVIN

LAPHROAIG

LAURA MERCIER

LAURASTAR

LELABO

LES DEUX

LESSTHAN10POUNDS

LIBERTY FLIGHTS

LIFE&LOOKS

LINA STORES

LINTBELLS

LINZI

LIPAULT

LITTLE PECKERS

LIVEWELL

LOFT (CLOTHING)

LONDON SOCK COMPANY

LONSDALE

LOREX TECHNOLOGY

LOUD

LOVESTORIES

LULU GUINNESS

LUMIE

LUMIXTRONIX

MACALLAN

MAGNAT LZR

MAJORICA

MAMALICIOUS

MANCAVE

MANSONS

MARC DARCY

MARGARET HOWELL

MARIA BLACK

MARIA TASH
MARINA MILITARE 
SPORTSWEAR
MASAI

MASTERSHOE

MATRIX NUTRITION

MAXGAMING

MAXWELLS DIY

MCLAREN MERCHANDISE

MCM

MEACO

MEDTREE

MELALONDON

MELI MELO

MERCI MAMAN

MESDEMOISELLES

MESSIKA

MICOLET

MISCO

MISS DESIGNER GOLF

MIST

MITRE

MONSTERSUPPLEMENTS.COM

MORPHSUITS

MOUNTAIN

MOUNTFIELD

MPX

MR

MURDOCK LONDON

NAILS INC

NAMASTE VAPES

NANUSHKA

NARS
NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM 
SHOP
NEOM ORGANICS
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VICTORIA
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WILCO DIRECT

THE WILD MEAT COMPANY

WINEWARE

WING YIP

WINSER LONDON
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WRAP LONDON

XL DISPLAYS

XS STOCK

XUPES
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ZENDA.RO
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ZOGGS

ZWILLING
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2XU
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ABOUT THE GROWTH 3000

RetailX 2020

Figure 1. Delivery coverage of the Growth 3000     

Source: RetailX

Growth 3000 retailers are more likely to sell fashion products than anything else.  
Two thirds (70%) of the Growth 3000 retailers sell across multiple categories
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Fashion accessories

Clothing: Fashion

Footwear: Fashion

Consumer electronics

Homeware

Clothing: Sports and leisure

Footwear: Sports and leisure

Sports and outdoor equipment

Jewellery

Home and industrial appliances

Cosmetics

Trade tools and equipment and DIY

Children's toys and accessories

Stationery and craft

Books
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Music, film, TV

Drink
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Grocery

Automotive goods

Software

47.4% Brands47.4% Brands47.4% Brands

4.0% Marketplaces4.0% Marketplaces4.0% Marketplaces

48.6% Retailers48.6% Retailers
48.6% 

Retailers

Figure 2. Category analysis of the Growth 3000

RetailX 2020Source: RetailX

The Growth 3000 is evenly split into two categories: brands and regular retailers. There 
are also 119 marketplaces. Note: A marketplace must be the merchant of record to 
be included as a retailer within the Growth 3000 Index. 

RetailX 2020Source: RetailX

Some 36% of the Growth 3000 advertise delivery to every country within the single market (the EEA plus Switzerland and, until January 2021, the UK). The single market means 
retailers don’t face significant tariff or regulatory barriers to trading in any other member state. Most of the Growth 3000, however, are selective with where they will offer delivery, 
and only between 1,200 and 1,300 of the Growth 3000 offer delivery to most countries within the single market

This chart shows the number of Growth 3000 retailers that advertise delivery options to a country

This shows the number of retailers in categories organised by product 
types sold. The total exceeds 3,000 because some brands sell across 
multiple categories. The analysis indicates the prevalence of a given 
category of products within the Growth 3000 from the consumer’s 
perspective

Figure 3. Business types represented
Brands, defined as retailers that primarily sell their own products, 
and marketplaces, defined as platforms that host sellers, operate 
different business models
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ABOUT THE GROWTH 3000

RetailX 2020Source: RetailX analysis and SimilarWeb data

Brands slightly under-index for web traffic compared to the other retailers. Marketplaces 
over-index with an average of five times as much web traffic per company as the 
average Growth 3000 retailer. This over-indexing, however, is not as extreme as that of 
marketplaces in the Top500 (see adjacent chart). Growth 3000 marketplaces are more 
likely to have a regional or niche focus than be mass-market generalists. 

Brands - 19.8%Brands - 19.8%Brands - 19.8%

Marketplaces - 41.9%

Retailers 
- 38.3%

Figure 6. Web traffic to the Growth 3000

RetailX 2020Source: RetailX analysis and SimilarWeb data

The marketplaces in the Europe Top500, which are just 3% of companies in the Index, 
secure 42% of unique web visits to the Top500 from European customers, as illustrated 
here. This analysis reveals the different type of companies that inhabit the Growth 3000, 
which in terms of their size follow directly on from the Europe Top500. 

Showing the split between brands, which primarily sell their own 
products, marketplaces and retailers

Figure 7. Web traffic to the Top500: A contrast
Showing the split between brands, which primarily sell their own 
products, marketplaces and retailers

RetailX 2020Source: RetailX

Note: Some retailers belong to multiple sectors 

Cosmetics

Footwear: Fashion

Clothing: Fashion

Children's toys and accessories

Fashion accessories

Footwear: Sports and leisure

Clothing: Sports and leisure

Jewellery

Sports and outdoor equipment

Homeware

Trade tools and equipment and DIY

Garden

Drink

Health

Home and industrial appliances

Stationery and craft

Consumer electronics

Books

Grocery

Software

Music, film, TV

Automotive goods

0 0.1 0.2

27.8% Magento27.8% Magento

6.7% Salesforce (Demandware)
6.7% Salesforce 
(Demandware)

4.6% Shopify4.6% Shopify

3.4% osCommerce3.4% osCommerce

3.2% SAP Hybris3.2% SAP Hybris

2.6% WooCommerce2.6% WooCommerce

51.8% 
Other

Figure 4. Average performance by sector

RetailX 2020Source: RetailX analysis and BuiltWith data

Magento, used by a quarter of the Growth 3000, is the most commonly found 
ecommerce platform

The index value for retailers benchmarked in the Growth 3000 
Index is averaged here to show the relative performance of retailers 
in different sectors, where 1.0 is the theoretical maximum. The top 
retailers in the Index’s Dimensions of Find, Mobile, Delivery and 
Social are listed in the Dimension sections of the report

Figure 5. Ecommerce platforms used by the Growth 3000
RetailX monitors the vendors used by the Growth 3000 as part of 
its RetailDNA project

Brands - 32.8%

Marketplaces - 19.9%

Retailers 
- 47.3%
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Find is the first step to ecommerce success. Online retail websites 
that are easy to find, and then easy to navigate and search, stand 
a better chance of winning the customer’s attention. 

In the Find Performance Dimension, RetailX researchers assess 
transactional websites across a range of significant metrics, from 
whether customers can find information about stores on websites 
and apps to whether they show customers’ ratings and reviews 
on product pages. Researchers focus on tools that help in three 
key areas: find the retailer, find products and find out what other 
customers think.

FIND THE RETAILER
Being found is the first step to doing business – whether retailers 
trade only online or also run stores. 

How common are store finders?
Mobile websites are often the first port of call for visitors who 
want to find their local store. A fifth (22%) of the 846 multichannel 
retailers analysed included a store finder on their mobile website. 
That’s down by one percentage point (pp) from 23% last year. 
Store finders are most commonly found on mobile websites offered 
by those selling utilities (50%), trade and DIY tools and equipment 
(44%) and least often found on sites run by those selling books 
(13%), consumer electronics (14%) and stationery and craft (15%).

Software retailers (+9pp to 25%) were among those mostly 
likely to add the feature to their sites, along with those selling music, 
film and TV products (+7pp to 33%), trade and DIY tools and 
equipment (+9pp to 44%), stationery and craft products (+3pp to 
15%), and home and industrial appliances (+3pp to 21%). 

Groups dropping the feature included retailers selling fashion 
accessories (-4pp to 27%) and fashion clothing (-5pp to 26%). 

FIND THE PRODUCT
When customers find it easy to navigate a website or find it more 
attractive to view, they are more likely to find and then buy the 
items they are looking for – or to be inspired to buy an item. 

How easy are websites to navigate?
Researchers collated panellist scores of the ease of navigation, a 
subjective measure, for each website. Navigation was most highly  

rated in the garden, children’s toys and accessories, cosmetics, 
drinks and fashion clothing categories, and least rated in the 
marketplaces, music film and TV, software, ready-made food and 
books categories.

Retailers stand out in the Find Dimension when they make it easy for customers first 
to find their websites and then to find the right items

HELP SHOPPERS TO FIND 
THE RIGHT PRODUCT

FIND

RetailX 2020

Figure 8. Share of retailers that display similar items on a 
product page

Source: RetailX
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Most Growth 3000 retailers in all sectors recommend similar products to users of 
their websites

The percentage of retailers in a category that show alternative 
items of a similar nature in a section of their product pages
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How visually appealing are websites? 
Researchers collated panellist scores for each website’s visual 
appeal. Websites operated by brands, jewellers, fashion clothing, 
accessories and footwear retailers score, on average, the highest 
for visual appeal. At the other end of the scale were those operated 
by utilities providers and retailers selling music, film and TV 
products, trade and DIY tools and equipment, automotive goods, 
and software. This seems in line with expectations that fashion 
and jewellery retailers must work harder to inspire shoppers who 
choose to buy their products on the basis of what they look like – 
unlike those selling utilities and software.

How common is it to recommend another product?
Recommending a product that’s similar to one that a browser is 
viewing – or upselling – is a very popular tool, used by 71% of 
retail websites in 2020, up from 67% in 2019.

It’s most commonly deployed by those selling utilities (90%), 
children’s toys and accessories (86%), health products and fashion 
footwear (both 80%) and by marketplaces (82%), and least 
common among those selling ready-made food (52%), software 
(61%) and music, film and TV products (65%). 

Categories where recommendations were introduced in 2020 
include home and industrial appliances (+11pp to 70%), music, 
film and TV products (+10pp to 68%), health products (+11pp to 
79% of retailers assessed in both years). Fewer retailers offered 
recommendations in categories including trade and DIY tools and 
equipment (-11pp to 69%), software (-9pp to 59%), and jewellery 
(-3pp to 80%).

The markets where recommendations are most used are Sweden 
(82%), Finland (81%), Denmark (79%), Ireland and Poland (both 
78%), while they are least used in Greece (59%), Portugal (63%), 
Hungary (68%), Austria and Belgium (both 69%). 

Save to list
Browsers who save an item to a wishlist will find it easier to find the 
item when they want to purchase. Just under half of retail websites 
have this feature in 2020 (45%), slightly more than in 2019 (43%). 
It is most common among retailers selling jewellery (70%), fashion 
footwear (67%) and clothing (66%) and on marketplaces (65%), 
and least available on sites selling ready-made food (16%), grocery 
(29%), health products and home and industrial appliances (36%). 

The biggest increases were in the health (+7pp to 35%), music, 
film and TV (+11pp to 61%), sports and leisure footwear (+7pp 
to 56%), and drinks (+4pp to 47%). But fewer retailers offered it 
in the children’s toys and accessories (-9pp to 53%), stationery 
and craft (-8pp to 50%), and trade and DIY tools and equipment 
(-3pp to 38%) categories. 

FIND WHAT OTHER CUSTOMERS THINK
When shoppers know what other customers thought about a 
product, they are better equipped to make their own buying 
decisions – whether they see how other people rated a product, 
or see it shared on channels such as social media. 

Product ratings give a useful insight into what other customers 
thought about a product, and let shoppers learn whether or not 
it would meet their needs. Sharing a product with friends enables 
customers both to find out what others think of an item they are 
considering buying, and to let them know that they have bought it.

How common are product ratings?
More than half of retailers enable their customers to rate their 
products (53%), slightly more than in 2019 (51%). Ratings are most 
commonly found among retailers selling health products (75%) 
followed by those selling drinks (73%), trade and DIY tools and 
equipment (71%), utilities (68%) and garden products (67%). They 
are least commonly found on websites operated by marketplaces 
(39%), brands (40%) and retailers selling fashion clothing (42%) 
and footwear (44%), and ready-made food (45%).

The fastest adopters were those selling garden products (+18pp 
to 67%), software (+12pp to 66%), drinks (+12pp to 73%) and 
children’s toys and accessories (+8pp to 66%). 

Retailers selling in Bulgaria (70%), Finland, Romania (58%), 
Ireland and Austria (54%) are the most likely to share ratings, and 
those selling in Italy (33%), Spain (35%), Denmark and Belgium 
(37%) and Czechia (38%) the least likely. 

How many retailers enable customers to share  
a product?
Slightly more retailers enable shoppers to share a product with 
friends in 2020 (42%) than in 2019 (39%). The feature is most used 
in categories where prospective purchasers are likely to ask other 
people’s opinion: 55% of retailers selling jewellery, music, film and 
TV products and children’s toys and accessories enable sharing 
with friends, contrasting with those selling health products (27%), 
software (28%) and ready-made food (29%). 

The fastest adoption rates are among those selling books (+8pp 
to 55%), children’s toys (+8pp to 57%), and fashion accessories 
(+6pp to 51%). The only areas where fewer offer share with 
friends in 2020 than did in 2019 are in the home and industrial 
appliance category (-5pp to 37%) and, to a lesser extent, among 
the stationery and craft products category (-1pp to 48%). 

The feature is most common on websites selling to Italy (45%), 
the United Kingdom (42%), Czechia (38%) and Belgium (35%), 
and least common among those selling to Norway and Germany 
(both 22%) and Austria (25%). 

FIND

LEADING RETAILERS IN THE FIND DIMENSION
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BOOKDEPOSITORY.COM HEINNIE HAYNES NEW BALANCE SPORTSBIKESHOP YANDY
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Mobile is now firmly at the heart of ecommerce and multichannel 
retailing. Smartphones and, to a lesser extent tablet computers, 
are now both the go-to shopping tool for many and devices that 
bridge the gap between online and the store for still more. In this 
Mobile Performance Dimension, RetailX researchers benchmark 
the Growth 3000. In addition, we measure the changes that have 
occurred in the practices of 1,758 transactional retail and brand 
websites that were analysed for this index both this year and last 
year. Researchers looked at three key areas: mobile apps, mobile 
websites and multichannel services.

MOBILE APPS
Mobile apps are both a vital link between the store and online, 
and a browsing, searching, engaging and buying destination 
in themselves. RetailX researchers tracked whether retailers offer 

Android and iOS apps to their customers – and found that a 
relatively small proportion offer either. 

How common are iOS apps?
Retailers are slightly more likely to offer iOS apps than Android 
to their customers. In 2020, 9% of retailers have them, up from 
7% in 2019. Marketplaces are most likely to offer customers an 
iOS app: 43% of retailers in this category do so. This type of app 
is also most commonly found in the stationery and craft (27%), 
jewellery (25%), fashion footwear (22%) and children’s toys and 
accessories (22%) categories. 

They are less common in categories including trade and 
DIY tools and equipment (7%), sports and outdoor equipment 
(8%), and books, software and brands (all 9%). Books, brands 
and software are among the areas with the fastest uptake, all 

Leading retailers in the Mobile Performance Dimension make it easy for shoppers to 
use smartphones to purchase, and offer multichannel click-and-collect services

MAKE MOBILE COUNT

MOBILE

Figure 9. Mobile apps available from the Growth 3000 by sector

RetailX 2020
The fraction of retailers selling in a product category to offer iOS and Android mobile apps to European consumers
Source: RetailX
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growing by three percentage points (+3pp) over the year. 
Among booksellers, uptake increased by 3pp to 6% of retailers 
measured both years. 

The home and industrial appliance (+3pp to 10%) and fashion 
footwear (+7pp to 22%) categories were the most likely to launch 
a new iOS app during the year. But overall, businesses in almost 
all categories added apps in 2020. 

How common are Android apps?
Six percent of retailers offer Android apps in 2020. Overall, 
that’s unchanged since 2019. But there’s some wide variation 
within sectors. 

Marketplaces is again the category where Android apps are 
most commonly provided – almost a third (32%) do so. That’s 
followed by companies providing utility services (24%) and 
retailers selling jewellery (15%), fashion footwear (14%) and 
fashion clothing (14%). 

Least likely to have Android apps are booksellers (2%), drinks 
retailers (3%), and software companies (4%). 

Direct-selling brands (+1pp to 5%) and those selling plants 
and other garden equipment (+3pp to 6%) are both among the 
categories least likely to have an Android app and among those 
who have added them most quickly during the year.

MOBILE WEBSITES
Websites can all be viewed from a mobile device, whether they 
are designed for mobile or not. But shoppers are more likely 
to spend more time on, and ultimately buy from, a website that 
works well and at speed. Smaller, lighter page sizes will launch 
more quickly, though may contain fewer ‘heavy’ features such as 
video and high-quality images. 

How large are mobile page sizes?
The median page size has decreased by 30.1KB to 2.1MB 
in 2020. The smallest median page size is found among 
marketplaces (median of 1.18MB), followed by retailers 
selling automotive goods (1.7MB), software (2MB), stationery 
(1.76MB), and consumer electronics (1.8MB). The largest 
sizes are found on sites operated by retailers selling ready-
made food (3.51MB), groceries (3.29MB), drinks (2.68MB), 
jewellery (2.59MB) and on brand websites (2.53MB). This may 
be because these retailers are more likely to use large images 
and/or product videos to inspire and inform shoppers. 

How fast are mobile websites?
Websites can appear complete before they are fully 
downloaded. In 2020, the median website is visually complete in 
7s, and the average website in 7.28s. The fastest retail categories 
are marketplaces (median of 4.8s), garden equipment (5.47s), 
automotive goods (5.77s), children’s toys and accessories (6.16s) 
and consumer electronics (6.79s). The slowest are groceries 
(10s), ready-made food (8.93s), brands and cosmetics (both 
8.19s), and fashion footwear (7.57s). 

The fastest-to-complete websites serve Austria (median of 
5.96s), Sweden (6.15s), the Netherlands (6.27s) and Italy 
(6.34s). The slowest serve the Hungarian (8.52s), Slovakian 
(8.46s), Luxembourg (8.39s) and Lithuanian (8.36s) markets. 

How quickly do mobile websites download?
Mobile websites fully download in a median of 7s. Mobile 
websites operated by marketplaces download the fastest, at a 
median of 4.81s, followed by retailers selling automotive goods 
(6.43s), music, film and TV products (6.69s), garden products 
(6.55s) and children’s toys and accessories (6.87s). Slowest 
to download are websites operated by retailers selling ready-
made food (9.48s), groceries (9.41s), branded products (9.03s), 
cosmetics (8.64s), and fashion accessories (8.23s). 

MULTICHANNEL CLICK-AND-COLLECT SERVICES
Mobile bridges the gap between online and the store when it 
supports multichannel services such as click and collect. Here, 
RetailX researchers look at whether retailers offer collection, 
and, if so, how long it takes to arrive and how much it costs. 
Multichannel statistics are based on more than 300 retailers 
measured in both 2019 and 2020. 

How many retailers offer click and collect?
A fifth of retailers (20%) offer collection in 2020, up by one 
percentage point (+1pp) from 19% last year. This metric is based 
on the 1,841 Growth 3000 retailers measured on this metric in 
both years. 

The service is most commonly found among retailers selling 
utilities (48%), fashion footwear (37%), trade and DIY tools and 
equipment (35%) and cosmetics (35%) and is least available 
from marketplaces (6%), booksellers (12%), and those selling 
music, film and TV products (14%), software (19%) and home 
and industrial appliances (20%). The sharpest moves away from 
offering collection came in the software (-5pp to 20%) and 
music, film and TV products categories (-4pp to 14%) – probably 
caused by a shift away from physical products towards streaming 
and downloads.

Collection was most widely available from retailers localised to 
Czechia (39%), France (27%), Norway (24%), the Netherlands 
(21%) and the United Kingdom (19%), and least available from 
those selling in Italy, Austria (both 6%), Switzerland (10%), 
Denmark (11%) and Germany (15%). 

How quickly are orders ready to collect?
It’s taking longer for items ordered online to be ready to collect 
in 2020, with averages rising by one day, eight hours to three 
days,19 hours. 

At the same time, median times have risen by  
15 hours among the 353 retailers measured on this metric in both 
2019 and 2020, to two days. This increased time for goods to be 
ready is mirrored among the Top500 retailers, among which we 
have observed the trend for two years now.

MOBILE
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Collection is fastest from retailers selling software (a median of 
2 days), garden products (2 days), health products (2 days and 
6 hours) and trade and DIY equipment and tools (2 days and 9 
hours). It is slowest from those selling cosmetics (3 days and 12 
hours), drinks (3 days) and music, film and TV products (3 days 
and 6 hours).

How much does collection cost shoppers?
Collection costs vary widely across retailers. The median cost 
has risen to €1 in 2020, from free the year before across those 
measured on this metric in both 2019 and 2020. The average 
cost has risen sharply by €5.51 to €7.08 in 2020, illustrating the 

degree to which some retailers now appear to be passing on the 
cost of collection to retailers. 

Free-of-charge collection continues to be the norm for retailers 
selling garden products (while the average for the category is  
52 Euro cents), software (79c), books (84c), home and 
industrial appliances (€1.48). The median cost is higher among  
those selling sports and outdoor equipment, where the cost 
of collection averages €1.93 and the median is lower at 78c, 
homeware (average: €11.60, median €1.20), fashion footwear 
(average €7.82, median 91c), sports and leisure clothing 
(average €3.93, median €1.12) and footwear (average €8.18, 
median €1.17). 

TOP25 RETAILERS

APOTEK1 FASHION WORLD MATCHES FASHION RADLEY TIFFANY & CO.

BAZARCHIC GRATTAN MAX SPIELMANN RITUALS USC

BOUX AVENUE JACAMO PAUL SMITH SIMPLY BE VERY

DULUX DECORATOR CENTRES JD WILLIAMS PINK BOUTIQUE TESSUTI WEHKAMP

ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA KONZUM PRETTYLITTLETHING TICKETMASTER YOURS CLOTHING

Figure 10. Mobile website Speed Index by sector

RetailX 2020

The best websites have a Speed Index under 2,000
Note: All retailers’ European websites were benchmarked using a mobile Chrome browser with an average quality internet connection that was constant in every test
Source: Eggplant benchmarking and RetailX research and analysis
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Delivery is just one part of the fulfilment services that retailers offer 
to their customers. Some Growth 3000 retailers offer the basics 
of standard delivery and the 14-day return period required by 
law. Many others go beyond to add faster deliveries as well as 
collection services.

In the Delivery Performance Dimension, RetailX researchers 
analyse those delivery promises, looking at how quickly retailers 
promise delivery and collection, how much it costs, how quickly 
it arrives and how returns work.

Metrics in this Dimension are based on those Growth 3000 
retailers that offer each service, with year-on-year figures given 
by the subset of retailers that was measured in 2019 and 2020.

DELIVERY
How fast is standard delivery?
The standard delivery promise is slightly longer in 2020, at 
just over 5 days, than in 2019. Retailers delivering to Denmark 
promise the fastest times, at an average of 4.5 days and a 
median of 3 days, followed by those selling to Austria (average 
4 days) Czechia (4), Ireland (5), and Slovakia (5). The slowest 
standard delivery times are found in those delivering to Bulgaria 
(9), Poland (9), Italy and Romania (both 8). 

The fastest delivery times are promised by traders selling 
ready-made food (3), drinks (4) and software (4), and the 
slowest by those selling music, film and TV products (9), books 
(7), homeware (6), and fashion clothing and on marketplaces 
(both 6).

How much does it cost?
Many retailers offer their standard delivery service for free – 
indeed the median cost of delivery among the 1,663 retailers 
counted both in 2020 and 2019 is free. Since many others do 
charge for standard delivery, the average charge is €5.70. That’s 
down by €0.06 since last year. 

Standard delivery is cheapest in Bulgaria, where the average 
cost is €3.64 and the median cost is €2.09, Poland (€4.18/€2.81), 
Hungary (€4.71/€3.45), Czechia (€4.0/€3.51) and the 
Netherlands (€4.67/€4.0). It’s most expensive in Switzerland 
(€7.94/€6.22) and Ireland (€6.96/€5.97). 

The cheapest standard delivery services come from those 
selling automotive goods (€3.34/€3.08), health products 
(€3.22/€3.43), software (€3.76/€3.46), consumer electronics 

(€5.65/€3.49). The most expensive are among those selling 
drinks (€6.15/€5.71), homewares (€7.70/€4.91), fashion 
footwear (€6.29/€4.61), ready-made food (€5.05/€4.58, 
and fashion clothing (€6.03/€4.61).

What is the threshold for free delivery?
Many retailers deliver for free when customers spend a set 
amount. RetailX research analysed the promises made by the 
1,113 retailers who offered free delivery both this year and 
last year, and found that in 2020 the average website sets the 
threshold for free delivery at €80.90. That’s €31.90 lower than 
last year. 

The lowest thresholds for free delivery were in the garden 
category, at an average of €66.20, and a median of €39.70, 
followed by consumer electronics (average €41.80, median 
€31.20), automotive goods (average €45.70, €51.00), and 
books (€42.10, €25.80).

The highest thresholds were among those retail and brand 
websites selling drinks (average €92.10, median €70.60), 
fashion clothing (€77.20, €56.90), footwear (€77.20, €56.70) 
and accessories (€73.80, €56.30).

How many retailers deliver next-day?
More retailers (43%) offer next-day delivery in 2020 than did in 
2019 (39%) – a four percentage point (pp) improvement. 

The service is most commonly found in the United Kingdom, 
where 45% of retailers offer next-day delivery and least common 
in Switzerland (1%) and Austria (4%). Fewer retailers offer to 
deliver on a next-day basis in 2020 in Switzerland (-2pp) and 
Czechia (-5pp) than did in 2019. The number offering the service 
increased most quickly in Italy (+11pp to 14% of those measured 
in both years), Spain (+9pp to 12%), and France (+8pp to 
10%). Changes this significant may be the result of one or more 
fulfilment providers introducing a new fast-delivery option, or by 
a price drop in an existing service.

Retailers are most likely to offer next-day delivery in the drinks 
(67%), health (58%) and cosmetics (57%) sectors, and least 
likely in the marketplaces (10%), music, film and TV products 
(21%), and books (25%) categories. The books category (+5pp 
to 26% of those measured both years), was among the areas 
where uptake of the service increased fastest.

 Shoppers may have very different expectations of delivery and collection, depending 
on where they live and what kind of product they are buying

DELIVER ON THE 
CUSTOMER’S EXPECTATIONS

DELIVERY
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How common is same-day delivery?
A relatively small proportion of retailers deliver same-day across 
the index. In 2020, 4% do so – up from 3% in 2019. 

It’s most common in sectors including cosmetics (7%), trade 
and DIY tools and equipment and software (all 6%). The service 
is less widely found in France (2%), the United Kingdom and 
Germany (3%), and Austria (4%). 

It’s most common in sectors including cosmetics (7%), trade 
and DIY tools and equipment, and software (all 6%).

No marketplaces listed in the index offer same-day delivery, 
while 1% of those selling automotive goods do, and 2% of those 
selling music, film and TV products, groceries and direct-to-
consumer brand websites. While more health retailers offered 
same-day delivery (+3pp to 5%), there was only a small (1pp) 
lift in categories including music, film, TV products (to 2%), 
homewares (to 3%), sports and leisure clothing (to 4%) and 
fashion clothing (to 3%). 

In some sectors, retailers stopped offering the service. These 
included stationery and craft (-3pp to 4%), drinks (-2pp to 4%) 
and books (-1pp to 5% of retailers measured in both periods..

Returns
Retailers have to offer 14 days for shoppers to return an item 
under the relevant single market directive. Some make it easier 
for customers to do this by giving them more time and making 

returns free by including a pre-paid returns label when sending 
products out.

How long do shoppers have to return a product?
Most retailers go beyond the minimum 14 days required in law, 
and enable shoppers to return unwanted items in an average of 
49 days – that’s four days less than in 2019. 

The longest average return periods are available from retailers 
selling to the United Kingdom, where shoppers have an average 
of 49 days to return an item, and Spain (23 days). Retailers 
selling in Austria (average 21) and Germany (26) offer relatively 
generous returns periods. The least generous returns policies are 
found in Belgium (18), Norway, France and Denmark (all 19). 

In terms of categories, returns are most flexible by a 
considerable margin among those selling trade and DIY tools 
and equipment (645). That’s followed by those selling clothing 
(67), sports and outdoor equipment (47), and sports and leisure 
clothing (44). The least generous returns policies are in the 
marketplaces (16), and grocery (18) categories.

How common are pre-paid returns?
More traders offer pre-paid return in 2020 (31%) than did so in 
2019 (26%). These are most commonly found among retailers 
selling to Germany and Austria (both 36%), the United Kingdom 

DELIVERY

Figure 11. The average cost of standard delivery by country

The average cost of a standard delivery varies widely from a high of €7.10 in Switzerland to a low of €2.40 in Bulgaria
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

RetailX 2020

Note: these figures aggregate all standard delivery costs including, as €0, the retailers to offer free delivery as standard
Source: RetailX
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(31%), Spain (30%), and Italy (28%). They are least commonly 
found in the Belgian (13%), Polish (15%), Danish (20%) and 
Norwegian (22%) markets.

The retail categories where pre-paid returns are most 
commonly found include fashion accessories (46%), fashion 
footwear (45%), sports and leisure footwear (43%), jewellery 
(43%) and brands (42%). They are least commonly found in 
the marketplace (6%), automotive goods (7%), grocery (15%), 
garden (17%) and health (18%) categories. 

No sectors showed a decrease in offering this service; those 
who added pre-paid returns included those selling music, film 
and TV (+15pp to 30%), books (+13pp to 28%) and drinks 
(+10pp to 27%). 

COLLECTION
More retailers offered a collection service in 2020 than in 2019, 
although the cost to customers of choosing this option rose.

What proportion of retailers offer collection? 
Slightly more retailers offer a click and collect service in 2020 
(20%) than did in 2019 (19%). This is more common in Czechia 
(39%), France (27%), Norway (24%), the Netherlands (21%) 
and the United Kingdom (19%).

In terms of categories, a higher proportion of fashion footwear 
(37%), trade and DIY tools and equipment (35%), and cosmetics 
retailers (35%) offer this service, with more retailers adding it in 
the grocery (+7pp to 30%), health (+5pp to 27%) and automotive 
goods (+1pp to 23%) categories. The use of collection dropped 
off most significantly in the (-5pp to 20% of those measured in 
both years) and music, film and TV (-4pp to 14%) categories. It 
also fell by 1pp to 12% in the books category. This may well be 
because books, music, film, TV and software products are now 
widely available to download and/or stream. It also fell back 
in consumer electronics (-3pp to 23%) and children’s toys and 
accessories (-2pp to 34%).

How much does collection cost?
Customers paid €7.08 to collect a parcel ordered online in-store 
in 2020 - that’s €5.51 more than a year previously. Shoppers 
were more likely to pay to collect sports and leisure clothing 
(average €3.93/median €1.12) and footwear (€8.18/€1.17) 
and fashion footwear (€7.82/€0.92) then they were to collect 
books (€0.83/€0.00), garden products (€0.52/€0.00) or 
music, film and TV products (€0.80/€0.00). 

How long does it take for a collection to be ready?
It’s taking longer for items ordered online to be ready to collect 
in 2020, with averages rising by one day eight hours to three 
days 19 hours. At the same time, median times have risen by 15 
hours to two days, 15 hours among the 353 retailers measured 
on this metric in both 2019 and 2020.  Collection is fastest 
from retailers selling software (median of two days) and garden 
products (two days) and slowest from those selling cosmetics 
(three days and 12 hours). 

LEADING RETAILERS IN THE DELIVERY DIMENSION

APOTEK1 EASTPAK KURT GEIGER OUTDOOR & COUNTRY TESSUTI

BEAUTY BAY ESTÉE LAUDER LINKS OF LONDON RADLEY TREDZ

BEAVERBROOKS THE FRAGRANCE SHOP LONG TALL SALLY SEASALT CORNWALL UGG

BOUX AVENUE HACKETT MENKIND SHOE ZONE VERKKOKAUPPA

CHANEL THE IDLE MAN OLIVER BONAS SWEATY BETTY WALLIS

DELIVERY
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Social media offers retailers a simple and easy-to-access way 
to reach and engage with online shoppers. RetailX researchers 
assessed how effectively up-and-coming retailers are using social 
media. As in other Performance Dimensions, these metrics are the 
aggregated (averaged) results from the retailers in the Growth 
3000 index, with year-on-year changes assessed on the subset 
that were benchmarked in both 2019 and 2020.

In the Social Performance Dimension, researchers look at how 
retailers enable customers to share their products on social media, 
and to share their opinion of products. They also look at the extent 
to which traders use social and other third-party checkouts – 
alongside other checkout-related metrics.

HOW DO RETAILERS ENABLE CUSTOMERS TO  
SHARE PRODUCTS?
Retailers may be inclined to encourage their shoppers to share their 
feedback publicly, as finding out what other shoppers think of a 
product can help website visitors decide if that item will be right 
for them. Two ways they can find out are by sharing a product on 
social media, or by seeing how other visitors rated it. 

Share with friends
The number of retailers that enable shoppers to share with their friends 
via social media links on product pages has risen since last year. In 
2020, 42% of the 1,878 retailers measured in both periods have this 
feature, up by three percentage points (pp) from 39% in 2019. 

The feature is most available on retail and brand websites selling 
to Italy (45%), the United Kingdom (42%) and Czechia (38%) 
and least available in Norway and Germany (both 22%) and 
Austria (25%). 

More than half of retailers selling jewellery, film and children’s 
toys and accessories (all 55%) offer this tool, as do those most of 
those selling books (54%) and fashion footwear (51%). But under 
a third of retailers selling health products (27%), software (28%), 
and automotive goods (31%) do. 

Product ratings
More retailers enable shoppers to rate a product. In 2020, 53% 
of retailers and brands feature ratings. That’s up from 51% in 2019. 

The feature is most common on retail websites selling to Bulgaria, 
where 70% of retailers with localised offerings in this market have 
product ratings, as well as among those selling to Finland and 
Romania (both 58%), but least found on sites localised to Italy 

(33%), Spain (35%), Denmark and Belgium (both 37%). 
Three-quarters (75%) of websites selling health products feature 

product ratings, as do 73% of those selling drinks – after a period 
of fast adoption (+12pp year-on-year) in this category. There 
was also fast take-up in the garden (+18% to 67%) and software 
categories (+12pp to 66%). 

Categories least likely to feature product ratings include 
marketplaces (39%), brand websites (40%) and fashion clothing 
(42%) and footwear (44%).

Twitter followers
The average retailer has increased its Twitter following by 12,400 
followers to 179,000 in 2020. Brand websites had the largest 
followings, with an average of 369,000 and a median following 
of 24,900, followed by software retailers (median 178,000) and 
those selling cosmetics (31,600). 

The automotive goods (4,370) category had the smallest 
following here. 

HOW DO RETAILERS USE SOCIAL – AND OTHER – 
CHECKOUTS?
Making checkout as easy as possible makes financial sense for 
most retailers. For small and medium-sized retailers, in particular, 
using a third-party checkout can help streamline payment as it 
enables shoppers to use their sign-in credentials from a platform, 
such as social media, that they use more often. This means 
customers can keep their address and payment details current 
more easily while sharing them with fewer parties. However, it also 
means that retailers don’t get the same level of customer data as 
they do from registered customers. 

Register to checkout
The number of retailers who require shoppers to register in order to 
check out fell below half during the year. In 2020, 39% of retailers 
did so, down by 16 percentage points (pp) from 55% in 2019. The 
remaining 61% either offered a guest checkout or a third-party 
checkout such as social media. 

The sectors most likely to require shoppers to have registered 
before checking out include brands (45% do so), fashion accessories 
and cosmetics (both 43%), software and fashion footwear (both 
42%), whereas the retailers least likely to require it included those 
selling groceries (24%), trade and DIY tools and equipment (25%), 
stationery and craft (27%) and garden products (30%). 

Social media offers retailers an easy way to talk to shoppers

COMMUNICATE  
WITH CUSTOMERS

SOCIAL
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No sectors saw levels of guest checkout rise, while in some 
sectors many dropped their requirement for registration, including 
books (-25pp to 36%), sports and leisure clothing (-22pp to 37%), 
drinks (-21pp to 33%), music, film and television products (-20pp 
to 41%), and fashion clothing (-18pp to 41%). 

Retailers selling to Ireland (62%), Slovakia (59%), Switzerland 
(50%) and Belgium (49%) were most likely to require registration, 
while those selling to Greece (23%), France (30%), Spain (31%) 
and Hungary and Portugal (both 33%) were least likely. 

PayPal checkout
PayPal is the most popular of the third-party checkouts studied 
in this report, and is used by 35% of retailers measured in both 
2020 and 2019. But its use is 3pp down from the same time last 
year. It is most widely used by retailers selling cosmetics (46%), 
sports and leisure clothing and footwear (both 40%), sports and 
outdoor equipment (39%), and fashion clothing (38%). It is least 
used among those selling, groceries (12%) and drinks (17%). 

The most marked uptake over the last year is in the health category 
(+17pp to 40%), followed by retailers selling software (+8pp to 37%), 
cosmetics (+8pp to 46%) and garden products (+6pp to 28%). There 
were small decreases in some categories including books (-4pp to 
23%) and music, film and TV products (-4pp to 36%). 

SOCIAL

Figure 12. Social media channels used by the 
Growth 3000

RetailX 2020

Facebook, Twitter and Instagram are the most commonly used social media 
platforms by the Growth 3000
Source: RetailX
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Amazon Pay checkout
Headline use of Amazon Pay has stayed steady at 12% of 
retailers studied in both 2019 and 2020. In 2020, the sectors 
most likely to offer payment via the Amazon checkout include 
software (22%) sports and outdoor equipment (14%) and fashion 
clothing and accessories (both 13%). The fastest uptake over the 
year came in home and industrial appliances (+4pp to 11%), 
homewares (+2pp to 7%), books (+1pp to 6%) and children’s 
toys and accessories (-2pp to 9%). Use declined most quickly in 
the trade and DIY tools and equipment (-5pp to 6%), jewellery 
(-3pp to 11%), music, film, and TV (-3pp to 9%) sectors. 

The lowest take-ups were found in the grocery, health and 
garden sectors (all 3%), as well as automotive goods (5%). 

Facebook checkout
Use of Facebook checkout remains at 9% in 2020, the same 
level as in 2019. It’s most commonly used in the marketplace 
(27%), stationery, craft and books (19%), health (18%) and 
cosmetics (17%) sectors, and least used in the garden (3%), trade 
tools/equipment and DIY (5%), groceries (5%) and home and 
industrial appliances (6%) sectors. The fastest adoption was in 
the drinks (+4pp to 12%) and stationery and craft (+4pp to 19%) 
sectors, while some retailers selling jewellery (-3pp to 11%) and 
software (-2pp to 13%) stopped using it. 

Google Pay
Six per cent of retailers analysed use Google’s checkout service 
in 2020, up by 1pp from 5% last year. It is most widely used in 
the health (20%), marketplace (12%) and consumer electronics 
(both 10%) categories and least used in the automotive goods 
(1%), garden (2%), and music, film and TV products (3%) 
categories. Retailers that adopted the checkout including those 
selling children’s toys and accessories (+5pp to 7%), drinks 
(+4pp to 8%), sports and leisure clothing (+3pp to 8%), books 
(+2pp to 2%), and garden products (+2pp to 2%), while there 
was less use than last year in the music, film and TV (-3pp to 
1%), stationery and craft (-2pp to 6%), and consumer electronics 
(-2pp to 7%) categories. 

Google checkout is used by 20% of merchants selling in Poland 
and Bulgaria, and by 19% of those selling to Romania, 18% of 
those selling to Hungary and 17% of those selling to Portugal. 
But it is less popular among those selling to Czechia, Sweden, 
Belgium and Ireland (all 3%), followed by Austria at 4%.  

LEADING RETAILERS IN THE SOCIAL DIMENSION
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CASE STUDIES

Art supplies brand Faber-Castell was founded in 1761. Today, 
it sells direct to online shoppers through a range of international 
websites and five shops in its home market of Germany, including 
a flagship store in Frankfurt. The business, which also sells via 
third-party retail partners, is best known for its art pencils and 
pens. Its German-language website, Faber-Castell.de, is listed 
in the 2020 RetailX Growth 3000 index. 

The website is easy to find online, and features clear navigation 
through six main categories, based on what the product is for, 
from art and graphic through to fine writing. Navigational filters 
that can then be used to further narrow down the choice include 
its product types – from drawing pencils to fine-line pens and 
pastels – and its different brands. Website visitors can learn how 
others rated the product, using star ratings.

The brand engages with customers through five social media 
platforms: Pinterest, Instagram, Facebook, YouTube and Twitter. 
It has 27.3m followers on Twitter, where content includes 
competitions, tutorials, art created with its products, and product 
promotions. On its YouTube channel, with more than 218,000 
subscribers, viewers can watch a range of tutorials. Its ‘how 
pencils are made’ video has more than 9.6m views.

FABER-CASTELL
faber-castell.de
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Dutch website Perry Sport & Adventure is easily found via search 
and once found is easy to navigate. Visitors to the site can find 
the right product for them by going straight to the category that’s 
relevant to them – whether that’s female, male or children – or 
find a product through the area they are interested in, whether 
that’s a particular sport – such as skating, running or football – or 
a wider lifestyle interest, such as travel and adventure. 

Within each area, visitors can narrow down their search 
through a range of navigation filters including brand, category, 
size, colour and price.  

At the time of research, the website flagged up free delivery for 
those spending €30 or more. Standard delivery takes between 
two and five working days and shoppers can opt to collect from 
a store. Customers have 30 days from delivery to return an order, 
and can choose to do this for free by returning to a store.  

Perry Sport links to three social channels from its website: 
Facebook, where more than 17,000 people follow its lifestyle 
inspiration and promotions, YouTube and Instagram. The retailer 
has both Android and iOS apps. Features on these, and on the 

PERRY SPORT & 
ADVENTURE
perrysport.nl

Faber-Castell charges €5.95, at the time of research, for 
delivery, with shipping free when shoppers spend €39 or more 
– and free returns, within a 14-day period. Orders received by 
2pm Monday or Friday are sent out on the same working day, 
and can be expected within two days. Faber-Castell.de uses DHL 
and so customers can opt to pick up their deliveries from a DHL 
collection point within Germany. 

Shoppers can buy from the website via a guest checkout, 
which offers the option of creating an account later, or they 
can register for more speedy checkout in the future. The website 
accepts payment via major credit cards, and PayPal, as well as 
three payment methods that are specific to the German market, 
including direct invoice. The brand does not currently have a 
transactional mobile app, but it has run campaigns featuring 
promotional apps that highlight aspects of its work, including 
sustainability. Its mobile website includes a store finder. 

mobile website, include store finders and wishlists. Perry Sport, 
which is part of the UK-based JD Sports Group, serves only the 
Dutch market. 
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CASE STUDIES

Spanish fancy dress costumes, gifts and merchandising specialist 
Funidelia engages with shoppers via five social media channels, 
to which it links directly from its home page. 

Its Spanish-language Facebook page has more than 470,000 
followers while its Twitter feed has 15,500 followers. Both feature 
a range of images and videos showing different ways that its 
products are used. Funidelia uses social media channels, including 
Instagram, Pinterest and YouTube. It also offers suggestions and 
inspiration on its own blog. While the retailer does not support 
social media checkouts on its website, it does offer checkout via 
PayPal, as well as via credit cards and bank transfer. 

The website is easy to find online and then to search for 
products via key areas – costumes, accessories, merchandising 
and decorations –  and themes – from Star Wars to Harry Potter 
– using filters including theme, type and occasion. 

Once chosen, shoppers can choose to have goods sent to their 
home or to a collection point as fast as next-day or alternatively 
opt for 48-hour delivery. Next-day collection and two-day 
delivery are both free when shoppers spend at least €40, but 
when less than that is spent the costs, at the time of research, 
are €2.99 for collection, €3.99 for two-day home delivery, and 

FUNIDELIA
funidelia.es
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Probikeshop enables shoppers to find exactly the right bike 
through a website that emphasises navigation. Shoppers can 
swiftly narrow down their search swiftly through a comprehensive 
range of filters including brand, year, material, colour and more, 
in order to be presented with a shortlist of relevant items. 

The retailer, based in Saint-Etienne, France, sells top-end 
mountain, road, BMX and electric bikes to markets around 
Europe through six localised websites. 

Quick links take website users to its Facebook, Twitter, YouTube 
and Instagram social media sites, as well as to its own blog and 
to the Strava Cycling Club. The retailer has more than 146,000 
followers on Facebook, where it features products, reviews and a 
fast link to its shops. It has more than 2,200 followers on Twitter. 

Home delivery is free when shoppers spend €150 on a 
purchase, with contactless home delivery available following the 
Covid-19 pandemic. Shoppers can also pick up their purchase at 
the retailer’s new concept store in Lyon. Bicycles can be returned 
for free, while other items should be returned to the shop within 
30 days of purchase. Those who use the Mondial Relay third-
party returns service contribute €2, deducted from the refund, 
towards the cost of the return. Following the Covid-19 pandemic, 

PROBIKESHOP
probikeshop.fr

€4.99 for one-day home delivery. Returns must be made within 
14 days – the minimum period required by law. 

The retailer’s mobile website is easy to search but Funidelia 
does not appear to have a mobile app. 

the retailer now offers contactless home delivery. Its French 
website does not offer checkout via social media credentials, 
but it does use PayPal. Local payment methods, as well as bank 
cards, include bank transfer and cash on delivery. 

Probikeshop does not have a mobile app but its mobile website 
is easy to search and navigate. 
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CASE STUDIES

Portuguese specialist watch and jewellery retailer Boutique dos 
Relógios sells its upmarket wares to an audience in Portugal and 
beyond. Its easily found website can be navigated by category –
from jewellery to watches and accessories – and filtered by brand. 

The transactional website sells in three languages: Portuguese, 
English and Chinese, although prices are in euros throughout. 
Delivery is free and shoppers can opt to pick up their purchases 
from any of its 30 shops in Portugal, Madeira and the Azores. 
Customers have 14 days from delivery to return an unwanted item, 
either to a store or a Chronopost pick-up point. 

Boutique dos Relógios strikes up conversations with its shoppers 
via four social media channels. It has more than 57,000 followers 
in Facebook, where it features promotions, images and videos 
as well as quick links to its online shop, and more than 24,300 
followers on Instagram, where it shows off inspirational images of 
the products it stocks. The retailer is not on Twitter, but shares videos 
with a small following on YouTube. 

It does not use social checkouts but does support PayPal as 
an alternative to payment via credit card or, within Portugal, 

BOUTIQUE DOS 
RELÓGIOS
boutiquedosrelogios.pt
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Italian appliance manufacturing brand DeLonghi has built strong 
digital relationships with its customers and brand followers, both 
online and via mobile. 

At the time of research, six iOS mobile apps were available 
from the DeLonghi development team, focusing variously on its 
coffee machines, breakfast appliances, grills and food and drink 
collection. One app enables users to manage their dehumidifier 
while out of the house, and another features recipes. The retailer 
does not have its own shops so its mobile website has no store 
finder. However it recommends retailers that shoppers can buy 
from, as well as selling direct to customers online. 

At the time of research, delivery was free from the website to UK 
shoppers spending more than £50. (Italian visitors were redirected 
to an Italian website.) Standard delivery costs £4.95 and takes 
between three and four days, and returns can be made within 
30 days of delivery. Shoppers can opt to pay via PayPal or card.

The brand website links directly to Facebook, where it has more 
than 16,000 followers for its promotional images, discussions and 
videos that include live demonstrations. Its international YouTube 

DELONGHI
DeLonghi.com

through cash machines that are members of an interbank network. 
Shoppers must register in order to checkout. The retailer has both 
a wishlist and a store finder on its mobile website. 

channel has more than 20,000 subscribers, and its UK YouTube 
channel more than 9,000. There, it shares a range of how-to 
videos including tutorials on presenting coffee like a barista. 
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CASE STUDIES

Children’s and baby clothing/equipment website Babyshop 
helps shoppers find the item they want to buy. Navigation helps 
shoppers to get straight to the right category, while shoppers can 
filter purchase via brand, as well as shop from an alphabetical list 
of the hundreds of brands that are stocked. 

Within its home Swedish market, buyers can choose from free 
in-store pick-up or delivery via a range of carriers and shop and 
locker pick-up points, with delivery times taking between one and 
five days, depending on the carrier chosen and costing between 
49 and 99 Swedish krona. 

Delivery to the UK costs between €4.95 for standard delivery, 
and €9.95 for express or drop-off point delivery. All options take 
up to five working days, although standard and access point 
delivery is free on orders worth 500kr – or €400 – or more. 
The retailer’s standard return time is 30 days, although during the 
Covid-19 pandemic that is extended to 100 days. Returns can be 
made via the post or through the original delivery method. 

Babyshop.se links to Instagram and Facebook from its home 
page, as well as to its own blog, where content includes advice 
and interviews with parents. Its Instagram account has more than 
230,000 followers for its inspirational product images, while its 

BABYSHOP
babyshop.se
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Croatian website Emmezeta aims to provide its customers with 
everything they need to furnish their home, from white goods and 
multimedia electricals through to crockery, furniture and garden 
equipment. The website features buying guides for different sized 
spaces, from a room or a studio apartment through to a house. 
Shoppers can see shopping suggestions based on their budget, 
and use a 3D furniture visualiser to see how an item might look in 
a given room. Filters enable visitors to narrow down their search by 
price, height, width, brand, energy rating and more. 

The retailer delivers throughout Croatia within three to 12 
working days of an order being placed. Two-day delivery is 
available close to the retailer’s sales centre for a premium, while an 
installation service is available within 100km of its 11 stores. Online 
shoppers can pay by card, direct bank transfer or cash on delivery.

Emmezeta links to four social media sites from its home page. 
These include Facebook, where it shares promotions and products 
with more than 350,000 followers, and Twitter, where it has more 
than 900 followers. It also shares images and videos on Instagram 
and YouTube.

Mobile shoppers can find an Emmezeta store when viewing the 
website from their device. 

EMMEZETA
emmezeta.hr

Facebook page has more than 200,000 followers for a mixture 
of images and videos, with a direct link to its website. Its mobile 
website features a wishlist, and payment is by card or via PayPal. 
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CASE STUDIES

UK ethical books retailer Awesome Books started out in 2004 
by selling used books sourced from charity shops online. It 
subsequently started to give money raised from selling these 
directly to charities, and so far has raised more than £5m for 
charities including Age UK, Oxfam, Barnardos and more. It has 
also diversified into selling new books, as well as CDs, DVDs and 
games – and now for every book bought on the site, Awesome 
Books donates a book to schools around the world. So far it 
calculates it has saved 132m books from landfill and donated 
more than 100,000 books to schools around the world. 

Awesome Books enables visitors to find the exact book they are 
looking for through search or via navigation and filters, including 
format, condition, price, author, publisher and language. 

Delivery is free within the UK for standard delivery that takes 
between three and five days to arrive, while shipping around 
the world starts from £2.99. It offers next-day delivery and the 
retailer, which has a five-star Trustpilot rating, offers refunds for 
books returned within 30 days of purchase. 

The retailer shares Goodreads reviews and star ratings and links 
to Facebook and Instagram sites direct from the website, while 
also enabling shoppers to like an item on Facebook. Awesome 

AWESOME BOOKS
awesomebooks.com
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Five-year-old online grocer Košik delivers to customers within 
the Czechia. Selecting from a range of 15,000 items, shoppers 
in the Prague region can choose a delivery time between 6am 
and 11pm, seven days a week. Payment methods include paying 
the driver by card. Košik promises a refund for any item that 
does not meet a customer’s satisfaction and last year introduced 
packaging-free deliveries. The retailer has recently expanded the 
area that it serves to the whole country, although those in the new 
wider area that it serves choose from a smaller range of 1,700 
items for next-day delivery.  

Shoppers can browse its website through 13 categories, from 
bakery and dairy through to pets and pharmacy, using filters 
including by brand, whether an item is locally made, sustainable, 
or on promotion. Customers can also get in touch through its live 
chat or shop from its mobile app, available on both Android 
and iOS. 

The retailer has more than 63,000 followers on an English 
language Facebook page, where it features promotions and 
discounts. Its Czech language presence on Twitter is lower 
profile, with a little more than 500 followers, and the retailer 
also has a presence on Instagram.

KOŠIK
košik.cz

Books has more than 20,600 followers on its Facebook page, 
which it describes as a page dedicated to its fans and book 
lovers, and where it shares images, videos and book-related 
news and information. 
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CASE STUDIES

Greek electronics retailer Multirama was founded in 1996 and 
today has more than 80 shops across Greece. 

It sells online via multirama.gr, where navigating the website 
is through 11 main categories, from computers and tablets to 
smartphones and gaming equipment. Within each category 
visitors can narrow down their search using filters including what 
the item will be used for, what operating system it should use, the 
processor, storage capacity, brand and price. 

Shoppers can order online or by phone for home delivery – 
free for orders costing more than €99, and starting from €3.50 
otherwise – or pick up items from a network of more than 110 
courier points. Shoppers can pay extra to name their time and date 
of delivery. The retailer accepts major cards, or shoppers can pay 
via bank transfer, or by cash on delivery. If an item is unwanted, 
customers can return it within the legal minimum time of 14 days. 
Shoppers can follow the retailer on three social media sites. Its 
largest following is on Facebook, where it has more than 350,000 
followers for photos and videos promoting products including the 
latest games. It has more than 6,800 followers on Twitter, where 
it posts buying suggestions. Customers can also sign up for the 
Multirama newsletter on the website. 

MULTIRAMA
multirama.gr
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Polish multichannel shoe shop Eobuwie takes an active role in 
using social media while offering shoppers convenient ways to 
take delivery of their purchases. 

Eobuwie engages with existing and potential shoppers via 
Facebook, Instagram and YouTube. The retailer has 133,000 
Instagram followers and also shares customer pictures posted to 
the social media site on its own home page. It shares influencer 
lookbooks, backstage images and playlists via its YouTube 
channel, where it has more than 2,300 followers. Shoppers can 
choose to get in touch with the retailer via a range of channels, 
including live chat, Facebook Messenger and WhatsApp. 

The retailer sells footwear from a range of brands in categories 
including women’s, men’s, children and sport as well as other 
accessories. Shoppers can choose to pay by card or bank 
transfer and Eobuwie is among the 35% of retailers that offer 
PayPal payments, according to RetailX research.

Once bought, customers can choose to pick up their items 
from a Ruch kiosk or from an InPost locker for free, or opt for 
same-day or two-day home delivery when they spend more than 
100 Polish Zloty. Those who change their minds on a purchase 
have 30 days to return an item for free. Shoppers can also opt to 

EOBUWIE
eobuwie.com.pl 

buy in-store, via the retailer’s shops, which include a digital-first 
showroom, opened in 2018.
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We have been providing members of the 
international multichannel retail community with 
research, news and analysis – both printed and 
digital – for several years now, with increasing depth 
and frequency. 
By developing a membership platform for 
InternetRetailing.net, we’ll ensure that from the 
wealth of in-depth analysis we create you’ll get 
rapid access to the most relevant content to suit 
your interest and needs, even as those change 
throughout the year. By signing up, fi lling out your 
interests and joining as a member, we’ll better 
know what to send you and even what to display as 
you’re browsing the site.
Membership remains FREE to qualifying retailers 
and brands, and we look forward to welcoming 
you to our membership, as we work to make 
InternetRetailing’s research and analysis evermore 
relevant and useful to your business.

With regards,

Ian Jindal
Editor-in-Chief, InternetRetailing 
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RETAILX SECTOR ANALYST REPORT

BEAUTY & COSMETICS
INTRODUCTION
Beauty & Cosmetics brands have long relied on celebrity endorsements to promote 
products and department stores to sell products. This is changing. While the rise of online 
shopping has had less of a direct impact on the Beauty & Cosmetics sector than might 
be expected1, department stores – a key physical channel to consumers for Beauty & 
Cosmetics brands – have borne the brunt of the shift to online retail. The indirect impact 
on the Beauty & Cosmetics sector has been a loss of consumer coverage.

Beauty & Cosmetics companies have responded by investing in direct-to-consumer (D2C) 
business models, as well as by setting up internal venture capital funds to capitalise on 
the potential from startup brands and technology vendors. Disruptive startups, such as 
Revolution Beauty, are challenging the status quo by adopting Fast Fashion techniques. 

YouTube, Instagram and other social media platforms have impacted on how consumers 
perceive celebrity, leading to the rise of social influencers. Some of these have gone on 
to develop their own product ranges, notably Huda Kattan, who in 2018 was ranked 37th 
on the Forbes list of America’s richest self-made women2.

SHARELINES
The rise of ecommerce has only indirectly impacted Beauty & Cosmetics 
Celebrity marketing has been disrupted and diluted by the rise of influencers
The companies covered in this report are, on average, 100+ years old
Leading Beauty & Cosmetics companies are now operating internal VC funds
Augmented reality (AR) applications are gaining traction in Beauty & Cosmetics 
The Fast Fashion business model is being reinvented in the cosmetics space

1. https://fashionista.com/2017/05/beauty-products-packaging-shopping-habits
2. www.harpersbazaar.com/uk/beauty/a26320975/influencers-beauty-collaborators-brands/

DEFINITION 
DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER OR D2C COMMERCE
is when brands sell or promote their 
products directly to consumers rather than 
via wholesalers and retailers. 

TL;DR
The internet abbreviation ‘TL;DR’ means ‘Too Long; Didn’t Read’. In that spirit, here 
are some consideration points from this report:

• Beauty & Cosmetics companies have 
been indirectly impacted by the shift to 
multichannel retailing but the effect on 
department store chains, traditionally 
a key retail channel for the sector, has 
been far greater. This has affected the 
visibility of Beauty & Cosmetics brands

• Social media has had a fundamental 
impact on the sector. The rise of 
influencers has diluted the marketing 
power of celebrities while increasing the 
number of relationships that brands need 
to manage

• In the last five years, four of the Top 10 
Beauty & Cosmetics companies have 
created internal venture funds to acquire  

new influencer-driven brands. This has 
recently extended into technology 
investments, such as L’Oréal’s acquisition 
of Modiface, a technology it recently 
used to promote its brands on Amazon

• Acquiring D2C brands has become an 
important tool for the larger Beauty & 
Cosmetics companies as they evolve 
their business models 

• RetailX forecasts a further move towards 
D2C, which will continue as the relative 
importance of ecommerce over the 
high street grows. This move will be 
further accelerated by entry into new 
geographical markets where there are 
no historical reseller relations

ONLINE SALES In 2018, these represented 
c12.5% of the Beauty & Cosmetics market 
worldwide. Sales patterns vary by territory. 
For example, in China, consumers made 
23% of all beauty retail purchases online in 
2017 (source: Credit Suisse). Sector leader 
L’Oréal disclosed that 11% of its sales were 
generated online in 2018.

Welcome to the RetailX Sector Analyst 
Reports, where we combine RetailX’s 
four years of in-depth company per-
formance research with analysis of the 
sector dynamics.

Our reports outline the strategic and 
commercial context in which the best 
retailers and brands perform in their 
market sectors.

Let us know of sectors you would like to 
see us cover: research@retailx.net
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METHODOLOGY
SECTION 1
OUR RESEARCH COVERED FIVE AREAS:
FOOTPRINT: calculated by measuring retail turnover, the 
ecommerce subset of this turnover, web traffic and the number 
of stores – and only the European sections of global businesses.

FIND: the extent to which retailers demonstrate visibility and 
expertise in search and navigation, finding the right product, and 
simplicity in the process.

MOBILE: the extent to which retailers demonstrate an 
understanding of mobile user experience, multichannel 
capabilities, and whether they have mobile apps.

DELIVERY: measuring speed and cost of delivery, the flexibility 
of fulfilment and returns, and click and collect services.

SOCIAL: measuring whether retailers enable customers to leave 
feedback and reviews, their presence and interaction on social 
networks, and whether they offer third-party login and checkout.

SECTION 2
PERFORMANCE CLUSTERS
We’ve ranked the Europe Growth 3000 in statistically similar 
groups. Top retailers have performed to an exceptional level 
across all areas of research, statistically separate from the 
subsequent clusters. The top Growth 3000 retailers of 2020 are 
listed as the Top50 on page eight. The retailers, combining both 
size (‘Footprint’) and capability, represent the leading edge of 
retail companies in Europe outside of the Top500, which we 
published in October 2019.

Top150 retailers include the next 100 retailers in the list and 
represent the best-practice level for retailers of their size in 
ecommerce and multichannel retailing, exemplifying RetailCraft 
at its best. 

Between the Top150 and Top2000, retailers are grouped 
in a way that expresses their measured performance in a way 
that goes beyond their variation in size, reach and turnover. 
Throughout the year ahead, we will continue our testing and 
measurement of the whole group, with our findings contributing 
to the 2021 ranking.

SECTION 3
WHAT CONSTITUTES A RETAILER?
The Growth 3000 are the largest retailers according to their 
Footprint (defined above) outside the Europe Top500
The modern multichannel landscape is more complex than 
merely ‘having a website’ or ‘operating a store’. In choosing 
which companies to include in the RetailX Growth 3000 (G3K), 
we have considered companies’ intent, capabilities and activities 
around the recruitment and monetisation of customers. The 
definition of a ‘retailer’ for inclusion in our research is:

DESTINATION: the retailer has created a destination that, in the 
minds of customers, is a source of product, service or experience. 
Whether this destination is a shop, a site, a place, a time or an 
event, it’s the sense of ‘locus’ that counts.

FASCIA-FOCUSED: the assessment focuses on individual trading 
names, rather than a parent company that may operate more 
than one brand. Since the group structure is invisible to customers, 
it does not have a bearing on the position of brands owned by 
a group. The challenge is to turn group capabilities into trading 
advantages that the customer would notice across brands.

PURPOSE: the retailer has created goods and/ or services  
for the specific purpose of selling, for consumption by the 
purchasing consumer.

MERCHANDISING: the retailer actively sells and is not just a 
portal for taking customers’ money. This means the selection, 
promotion and tailoring of retail offers for customers.

ACQUISITION: the retailer actively markets, recruits and attracts 
customers with a promise or proposition to the destination.

SALE: the retailer takes the customer’s money. The retailer owns 
the transaction as the merchant of record.

RECOURSE: the retailer is responsible for the service, fulfilment 
and customer satisfaction owing from the sale.

EXCEPTIONS: in every good list there’s an exception, where we 
may include a certain business due to its influence upon retailers 
and retailers’ customers. Some of these companies will be 
included within the Top500 or the G2K, and others are tracked 
for information on their impact on retailers.

COMPANIES EXCLUDED FROM THE GROWTH 3000
MARKETPLACES: where a candidate retailer is simply a 
marketplace, the company is not featured. Where a marketplace 
undertakes customer acquisition, manages payment, customises 
offers and recommendations and offers recourse on purchases, 
then the company will be eligible for inclusion.

PURE TRANSACTION/TARIFFS: where ecommerce is ancillary 
to the primary purpose of a business, we will not necessarily 
include them. Online payment for gas or electricity is excluded 
since the purpose in both cases is to supply energy. Travel 
companies are not included in the Growth 3000. We have also 
excluded media-streaming services.

BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS AND DIRECT-SELLING BRANDS: 
while the scope of retail is normally direct to consumer, two trends 
are challenging this – the move for brands and previously solely 
B2B businesses to sell directly to consumers; and the increasingly 
retail-like behaviour of B2B brands, in terms of the acquisition, 
promotion, personalisation and service. We have therefore 
included direct- selling brands and certain B2B businesses. 

CONCLUSION
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IN CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION

There’s every chance that today’s up-and-coming retailers will 
become leaders of the future. We’ll be surprised if we don’t see 
some of those listed in the 2020 edition of the RXEU Growth 3000 
join the RXEU Top500 in years to come. Among those that take that 
step up will be retailers and brands that have shown their existing 
strength or found new opportunities in the difficult challenges 
they have experienced this year. Innovations will come out of this 
period that set a new course for others to follow in the future – and 
those listed here may well be the ones that introduce those new 
ways of doing business. Some may benefit as more people do 
more of their shopping online, others as shoppers choose them for 
new and more sustainable ways of selling.

Still others, however, will find that they were unable to keep 
trading as they were. Perhaps these are businesses that have 
had to close one or more shops in order to keep going. But even 
during this period, the management at such companies may find 
the seeds of future success, and a new understanding of how 
shoppers want to buy both now and in the future. We hope that this 
report will help to flag up where new opportunities may lie for both  
long-established and newly emerging businesses. 

We hope you find this a useful report. Let us know if there are 
names not included here that we should track for next year’s report, 
and if you think there are other metrics that we should consider  
in our assessment. 

Thank you

Thanks to our Knowledge Partners for their contributions to out year-round research, and helping us to bring our insights and findings to 
all those professionals working in ecommerce and multichannel

builtwith.com eggplantsoftware.com similarweb.com
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of consumers are likely to drop off if their preferred 
payment method is not offered at checkout.*

Payments come at the end of the conversion funnel where even a small 

gain in performance can have a big impact on your conversion.

For us, payment performance reaches far beyond conversion rates. It 

means delivering better decision-making, service levels and financial 

outcomes – empowering every business to reach its full potential.

Get in touch with us for expert advice on how to optimise 
your payment performance for growth. 

www.ingenico.com/payments
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